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The Surprise of Innovation 
and Reinvention 

This edition of The Internationalist is full of 

surprises—whether a redefinition of how today’s 

global affluents see themselves; new perceptions 

of what it takes to be a super-city brand, or how 

shoppers react to sustainable products—the results 

make us stop and take notice. 

 

The same can be said for this year’s Innovators.  

For the first time, we are associating innovation with many new 

areas that underscore the breadth of expanding agency responsibilities—trading desks, barter, 

procurement, analytics, strategy, as well as creative, media, digital and overall leadership roles. The 

transformation of our industry is astounding. 

 

This marks The Internationalist’s eighth annual Innovators edition, and celebrates 31 men and 

women from agencies around the global who were nominated by their industry colleagues. 

According to their peers, the 2013 Innovators are leading lights— champions of multinational 

strategy, adept at innovative communications, individuals who think about advertising in new ways, 

and advocates of responsible brand-building.   They are an extraordinary group, perhaps because 

they are leading the change we now see in the agency business.

 

With the growth of micro-networks, the emergence of digital and social media specialists, and the 

unbundling of so many core agency services, it’s a challenge for any marketer to keep up-to-date, 

especially on a global basis.  However, the agency world has also become more pressured with 

greater demands for talent, new resources, tracking tools, collaborative structure, and the ever-

present overlay of economic realities increasingly affected by procurement guidelines.

 

Every year since 2006, The Internationalist has named those agency executives who possess the 

rare ability to rethink current notions of brand building without the bounds of geography, age, 

company size, or title within today’s agency organizations.   There was a time when we thought 

of Innovators the “unsung heroes” of the business; however, in a marketing age that exists at the 

intersection of technology, social responsibility and breakthrough thinking, they are increasing 

becoming true heroes of how we redefine innovation in our industry.

 
Deb Malone
Founder

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t4
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The Global Affluent Tribe

“Connected more by what they love  
than by where they live”

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t6

M
Mark Miller, chief strategy officer at Team 

One, an ad agency with global expertise and 

proprietary research in premium categories 

and affluent consumers, would be the first to 

admit that people can be clearly segmented 

by the things that make them different.  

However, he firmly believes that today’s 

affluent and influential class has grown 

increasingly connected by the things they 

share in common.

 

In fact, he calls them the Global Affluent 

Tribe, a term that emerged after several years 

of study, based largely on research launched 

in 2010, and since maintained, in mature, 

evolving and emerging economies, including 

the United States, Western Europe,  

Japan, Brazil, China, India, Russia and the 

Middle East.

The research identified that there is a growing 

Global Affluent Tribe who are more united 

by what they love than by where they live, 

and are connected by five core unifying 

values: MOBILITY, SUCCESS, 
STATUS, BELONGING AND 
CONSUMPTION.
 

According to Miller, these five priorities have 

long been among the concerns of the wealthy.  

Today, however, the Global Affluent Tribe 

is reinterpreting how they are expressed, 

particularly after experiencing the recent 

Great Recession. And that transformation 

makes a difference to brands that embrace 

such changing values as they can achieve 

a new global relevance in our modern, 

connected world.
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METHODOLOGY:

Launched in 2010 to understand post-

recessionary wealth, Team One’s exploration 

into the Global Affluent Tribe has been informed 

by a combination of syndicated research, 

cultural explorations and qualitative consumer 

engagements from around the world. Including 

three global research partners, the study consists 

of data, interviews and insights from North 

America, Europe, UAE, Brazil, India, Russia, Japan 

and China.
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M
According to Miller, these five priorities have long been 

among the concerns of the wealthy.  Today, however, 

the Global Affluent Tribe is reinterpreting how they are 

expressed, particularly after experiencing the recent 

Great Recession.  And that transformation makes 

a difference to brands that embrace such changing 

values as they can achieve a new global relevance in 

our modern, connected world.

 

According to the research,

•  Mobility once prioritized portability; today it is the 

freedom to explore the world.

•  Success was once about what was passed down; today 

it is about the things you create yourself.

•  Status once meant collecting rare objects; today it is 

experiencing and sharing rare stories.

•  Networking was once exclusive and alienating; today 

there is more value in inclusion.

•  Consumption was once opulent and ostentatious; 

today it is more purposeful and meaningful.

 

Mark Miller underscores that both marketers 

and consumers are far more conscious of the 

interconnectedness among economies of the world. 

“We are more educated about the impact of local 

choices surrounding consumption on the global 

environment. And we are more culturally fluent 

as a result of growth in social, mobile and digital 

technologies. So, while the world remains large and 

diverse, the modern context suggests that we have also 

never been more connected.”

 

Yet despite these sweeping similarities, the study 

also shows how there are quite tangible differences 

in regard to notions of wealth.  According to Miller, 

“Following the recession, we saw affluent Americans 

demonstrating more resourcefulness in spending in 

areas of high personal value, while saving in other 

areas.  In contrast, in the Middle East, there was more 

conspicuous consumption; personal value mattered, 

but public recognition mattered as much or more.”
 

freedom to explore  
the world
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Here’s snapshot of the five core unifying values that unite today’s growing Global 
Affluent Tribe:

F R O N T L I N E S

Mobility—Travel  & Self-Discovery

Today, the Global Affluent Tribe continues to be 

increasingly connected, not separated, by their 

expanding global footprint. They lead mobile-anchored 

lives and do not define themselves by their ZIP or 

postal code. They seek brands that arm them for their 

lifelong journeys rather than simply acknowledging 

them.

 

Success—The Many Routes to Success

To the Global Affluent Tribe, success means carving 

your own path and shaping your own interpretation of 

luxury. Where you come from no longer defines where 

you are going. They seek brands that champion their 

own alternative routes and exhibit their own rich and 

unexpected stories.

 

Status—Knowledge as Currency

For the Global Affluent Tribe, expertise and 

connoisseurship are today’s currency of status.

They take pride in uncovering the world’s best-kept 

secrets and sharing them. Rare knowledge has become 

today’s most precious stone. The experiences they 

have collected are more valuable than the things they 

own. While they continue to appreciate brands that 

sell expensive things, today they increasingly seek out 

brands that offer opportunities to learn.

  

Networking—Inclusiveness as Specialness

Special privilege and elite access were once staples of 

affluence, the Global Affluent Tribe now equally values 

inclusive access and connection among like-minded 

members. While The Global Affluent Tribe continues 

to value brands which offer elite experiences, they 

increasingly appreciate brands that find ways to offer 

larger, cultural value which can be enjoyed at all levels 

of wealth.

 

Consumption—Meaningful & Purposeful

Discerning shoppers, the Global Affluent Tribe 

recognizes their wealth has influence. They don’t just 

think about the short-term effects of their choices but 

consider the care and quality that goes into a product. 

While the Global Affluent Tribe once placed increased 

value on opulence and ostentation, now they value 

goods that are increasingly purposeful and meaningful. 

While in the past this has meant preferring more 

socially conscious goods, today it also means valuing 

brands that offer personalized and specialized 

products.

They lead mobile-anchored lives and  
do not define themselves by their zip  

or postal code.
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t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t10

WWhat is the World’s Favorite City?

Ipsos Polled 18,000 People in 24 Countries to Discover 

the Best Cities 

It started with a simple question: “Based on what you have seen yourself, or 
heard about from others, which three cities in the world do you think 
are the best to… (a) do business in (b) live in (c) visit?”
 
After polling 18,147 individuals online in 24 countries, The Ipsos Cities Survey concluded 
that overall the world does really love New York, followed by London, Paris, Abu Dhabi, 
and Sydney. Zurich was named the world’s best city to live, while New York was voted the 

top city for business. Paris was the best city to visit.

Shift to Urbanization
 For the first time ever, the majority of the world’s 

population lives in a city, and the proportion continues 

to increase.  Demographic shifts from rural, agriculture-

based economies to mass industry, technology, and 

service is, of course, at the heart of urbanization. 

According to the World Health Organization, a century 

ago, 2 out of every 10 people lived in an urban area. By 

1990, less than 40% of the global population lived in a 

city, but as of 2010, more than half of all people live in 

an urban area. By 2030, 6 out of every 10 people will live 

in a city, and by 2050, this proportion will increase to 7 

out of 10 people.

 

World’s Favorite City Best City to Live Best City for Business Best City to Visit
1. New York 1. Zurich 1. New York 1. Paris
2. London 2. Sydney 2. Abu Dhabi 2. New York
3. Paris 3. London 3. Hong Kong 3. Rome
4. Abu Dhabi 4. Paris 4. Tokyo 4. London
5. Sydney 5. New York 5. London 5. Sydney
6. Zurich 6. Toronto 6. Beijing 6. Abu Dhabi
7. Tokyo 7. Abu Dhabi 7. Zurich 7. Tokyo
8. Hong Kong 8. Stockholm 8. Berlin 8. Los Angeles
9. Los Angeles 9. Berlin 9. Shanghai 9. Rio de Janeiro
10. Rome 10. Los Angeles 10. Singapore 10. Amsterdam
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BACKGROUND:
Ipsos MORI, part of the Ipsos 
Group, is a leading UK research 
company with global reach. They 
specialize in researching Advertising 
(brand equity and communications); 
Loyalty (customer and employee 
relationship management); 
Marketing (consumer, retail & 
shopper and healthcare); MediaCT 
(media and technology); Social & 
Political research and Reputation 
Research.
 
Full survey results were released in 
London on September 4th.

•  The questions were placed on Ipsos 
Global @dvisor Wave 42 (G@42), 
an Ipsos survey conducted between 
5-19 February 2013.

•  The survey is conducted monthly 
in 24 countries around the 
world via the Ipsos Online Panel 
system. The countries covered 
are Argentina, Australia, Belgium, 
Brazil, Canada, China, France, Great 
Britain, Germany, Hungary, India, 
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, 
Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, 
Turkey and the United States of 
America.

•  The research is based on an 
international sample of 18,147 
adults aged 18-64 in the US and 
Canada, and age 16-64 in all 
other countries. Sample size is 
approximately 1,000 per country, 
with the exception of Argentina, 
Belgium, Hungary, Indonesia, 
Mexico, Poland, Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, South Africa, South Korea, 
Sweden and Turkey, where each 
have a sample approximately 500+. 
Weighting was then employed to 
balance demographics and ensure 
that the sample’s composition 
reflects that of the adult population 
according to the most recent 
country Census data.

 Cities as Mega Brands
As a result, there are several interesting elements to the Ipsos study.  We 

have all heard of the growing phenomenon of “mega-cities,” or those 

sprawling metropolitan areas with a total population of more than 10 

million.  We may be less aware that there are cities that might be considered 

“mega-brands” in that they have huge attraction power. (And with the 

exception of New York, few mega-cities are on the Ipsos best lists.)

 

Although New York leads in the study as the overall top city, London and 

Paris, in joint second place, have a tremendous global pull.  In fact, among 

the world’s young—those under 35—London, New York and Paris rank as the 

best cities to live, followed by Sydney and Zurich.  Paris is the clear winner as 

the world’s favorite place to visit, whether respondents are from Argentina, 

Australia or Canada. But Paris is not considered as somewhere to  
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do business, according to the study. (Just 7% see France 

as one of the world’s top business locations.)

 

Although the United Arab Emirates claim just a small 

percent of the world’s population, Abu Dhabi ranks 4th 

as a best city to visit. Sydney, in 5th place, can safely say 

that this gem on the Tasman Sea is truly a world city in 

terms of overall perceptions of quality of life.

 

While Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai perform 

strongly as places for business, they are not seen as 

attractive places to live.

 

Interestingly, for the world’s 50-64 year olds, the best 

cities to live are Zurich, Sydney and Toronto, followed by 

Stockholm and London.  So both young adults and their 

parents agree on the top attraction of Zurich, Sydney 

and London as places to live.  (Interestingly, there were 

similarities among the generations in ranking cities to do 

business and visit.)

 

There are the cities which are just not popular at all. Tel 

Aviv, Tehran and Karachi ranked among the lowest in all 

categories.

 

How Countries/Nationalities  
Ranked the Best Cities
Geography may no longer determine destiny, but local 

pride and regional proximity still factor into perceptions.  

Japan, for instance, ranked Tokyo as number one in all 

three categories.

On the other hand, Madrid failed to even make the top 10 

list in Spain. The Spanish public was much more eager 

to live in Stockholm, Zurich, or Berlin.

 Favorite Cities through the lens of 
Nationality:
• Australians love their native Sydney.

• Belgians rated New York as its favorite city.

• Brazilians chose New York as the best, too.

• Canadians prefer Toronto to all cities.

• Chinese think Hong Kong is the greatest city.

• The French loves Paris.

• Germans chose Berlin as their favorite city.

• The British think New York is the best world city.

• Hungarians rated Zurich the highest.

• Indians’ favorite city is Singapore.

• Italians rated New York as their favorite city.

• Japanese really, really love Tokyo.

• Mexicans chose Paris as their favorite city.

• Poles also chose Paris as the best.

• Russians picked Paris, too.

• Saudi Arabians love Abu Dhabi.

• South Africans prefer New York.

• South Koreans are very proud of Seoul.

• Spaniards voted New York as the best city.

• Argentinians’ favorite city is New York.

• Swedes also chose New York.

• Turkish people love Istanbul.

• And Americans choose New York.

“Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai perform strongly 
as places for business.”                           
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SHOPPERS REACT TO SUSTAINABLE BRANDS

How Do Europeans and North Americans Compare?

How Can Consumer Brands Drive Benefits  

of Sustainability?

According to a new research from The Big Picture, a design research agency 
based in the UK and US, most North Americans would not select a product with 
‘sustainable’ credentials for two key reasons: sustainable products are isolated 
in separate aisles in US supermarkets, requiring consumers to consciously seek 
them out, and there is a general lack of knowledge among consumers about the 
benefits of sustainable production.
 

Stuart Costley, Senior Vice President of The Big 
Picture’s newly opened US offices in New York, 
said, “In the US, whilst mainstream consumers are 
beginning to engage with Organic produce, they have 
little or no desire to lead a more sustainable lifestyle, 
which is largely due to a lack of direct marketing by 
government and business to consumers, and the price 
premium often involved.”
 
However, among those Europeans surveyed, the 
research showed that consumers in Germany are the 
most sustainably focused, or “ethical-elites.” The UK 
ranked second with a combination of “ethical-elites,” 
“feel-gooders”-- those that buy some 
sustainable products, and “ethical-
apathetics”-- those yet to be convinced. It 
found that Italians have good awareness, 
but sustainability is still seen as an 
emerging trend, rather than an established 
driver.
 
Costly underscored that “Brands clearly 
need to look at educating consumers on the 
benefits of choosing sustainable products. 
There is also a need for recognizable logos 
that identify sustainable brands, such as the 

Fair Trade mark in the UK. This is where a coherent 
partnership approach between brands, industry groups 
and other interests could make a mark.”

The cultural significance of sustainability 
varies across markets
 
THE US: The trend for Organic largely dominates, 
particularly among those with environmental and 
ethical concerns or among consumers concerned 
with healthier foods.  

F R O N T
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However, mainstream shoppers have less interest 
in a more sustainable lifestyle, largely due to a lack 
of education and cost of premium-priced items.
 
ITALY:  There is a relatively high awareness of 
sustainability issues, but it is still at more of an 
emerging trend led by the higher socio-economic 
groups. Sustainability is often linked with an 
interest in buying local, and as such has more 
grassroots support.
 
THE UK: An increasing proportion of consumers 
are developing a sustainable consciousness-- 
even if they don’t always act on it.  Sustainable 
awareness has increased due to new initiatives 
like plastic bag charges and more opportunities to 
recycle.
 
GERMANY: In the more developed German 
market there is actually significant social pressure 
to lead a sustainable lifestyle. Consumers have 
an attitude of “every little bit helps,” and value 
the small contributions they can make. They also 
perceive these choices as being inexpensive, or at 
least worth a premium.
 
 
Packaging Trends
 
When shoppers notice ethical brands on shelf, 
there are a set of common visual cues and 
packaging codes that cue sustainable credentials 
and help with recognizable product differentiation. 
Clues, of course, come from brand name, 
natural colors and patterns, and a design 
or graphic style that focuses on nature 
or society. Sustainable credentials are 
commonly supported by a more recyclable 
logo or certification.

•  As an overall design approach, a “less is 
more” theme is emerging.

•  For consumers, a pared back approach 
keeps things simple, and allows 
important sustainable / ethical 
credentials to stand out.

•  There is a preference for no “unnecessary” 
packaging, particularly nothing expensive, fussy 
or uses excessive materials.

Clean Slate Brands
 
A shift in consumer-thinking has led to a growth 
in “clean slate” brands. These brands are perfectly 
positioned to boast sustainability amongst their 
interested consumers.  Three behaviors are driving 
this trend:
 
Lust for the new:  Consumers are actively seeking 
alternatives to mainstream brands. “Clean slate” 
brands are nimble, having been established in 
the “now,” and can better reflect current trends. 
In contrast, mainstream brands are less able to 
innovate with the same frequency and originality.
 
Instant trust:  Consumers are more confident of 
the claims made by “clean slate” brands. Where 
mainstream brands are straddled by heritage, 
“clean slate” brands are “born
Clean,” and have the freedom to create other 
narratives.
 
Open operation:  With today’s greater overall 
transparency, consumers are increasingly aware 
of the operations of business. Sustainability is 
established as a core brand equity by many “clean 
slate” brands and it informs all aspects of business.

L I N E S



GLOBETROTTERS

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the  
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight  
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the  
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant  
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a  
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas, 
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.  
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos! 

TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL:  deborah.

malone@internationalistmagazine.com

SUSAN JUREVICS 
NAMED CEO OF 
POTTERMORE 

Susan Jurevics, an Internationalist 

of the Year in 2011 for her role as 

Senior Vice President for Global, 

Retail, CRM and Brand Marketing 

at Sony is taking on the CEO 

position at Pottermore.  For those 

unfamiliar with the excitement 

surrounding the further 

adventures of Harry Potter, Pottermore is a website focusing 

on the unknown parts of Harry Potter books 1-7.  The site also 

enables interactive retelling of the young wizard’s saga.  The 

author, J. K. Rowling, partnered with Sony to develop the project.

 

Sony’s Susan Jurevics has an amazing number of marketing 

accolades to her credit, and is one of the very few top female 

executives in a Japanese company. Her global experience 

in brand and retail, as well as her managerial attributes and 

creativity, will be put to good use at steering Pottermore forward.  

Says Susan: “I am delighted to be joining Pottermore, a business 

I know well already, to take it into the next exciting stage of its 

development. A world of new opportunities is opening up, and 

Pottermore will be there at the forefront of digital innovation.”

 

Now, instead of shuttling weekly between New York, London and 

Tokyo, she and her family will be permanently based in the UK.

SHIV SINGH BEGINS NEW ROLE AT VISA
Shiv Singh, also an Internationalist of the Year in 2012 for 

his contributions to PepsiCo Beverages as Global Head of 

Digital, has just started in his new 

role as Head of Global Brand & 

Marketing Transformation at 

Visa.  Shiv is an industry pioneer 

whose interests lie in helping 

brands transform through 

consumer participation in digital 

and social media.  He is quick to 

point out that “Brands are not defined anymore by what they 

do – marketing, public relations, new product launches -- as 

much as they are being defined by how consumers perceive 

and talk about them. That’s a huge shift in the fundamentals 

of marketing.”

 

In his Pepsi role, he led the company’s involvement with real-

time marketing, transmedia consumer engagement and new 

methodologies for measurement and consumer insights.  He 

is also at the forefront of change by redefining how brands 

interact with today’s digital ecosystem. No doubt, there will be 

plenty in store at Visa.  We’ll be watching.

TIM HART OPENS 
PTARMIGAN IN THE 
US; HIRES CATHERINE 
MERCHANT JONES
After 25 years at the Financial Times, 

Tim Hart has taken on a new role in 

the financial communications field.  

He is now US Managing Director at 

Ptarmigan Media, the independent, 

financial specialist agency headquartered 

in London.  Tim is the company’s first 



NEW YORK’S VIKING INVASION…
Perhaps it started last spring when The History Channel aired the 
original series, Vikings, a historical drama featuring the story of 
the upstart Norseman, Ragnar Lothbrok, and his desire to sail 
West.  Although the world of advertising in New York is populated 
by many British ex-pats, we started to notice a Viking invasion, 
particularly by Danes and Swedes flocking west to Manhattan. 
 
It occurred when Morten Albaek, the CMO of Vestas Wind Systems 
based in Aarhus, Denmark chatted with Linus Almqvist, then 
marketing director of Sweden’s Vattenfall at an Internationalist 
Dinner on Park Avenue. Sebastian Jespersen, CEO of Vertic was 
there, as he had relocated from Copenhagen when he opened the 
agency’s New York shop.  Also there was Jens Storm, formerly of 
Microsoft Denmark, now part of Vertic, who was also shuttling 
between the Big Apple and Seattle. 
 
They all knew Danish-born Jimmy Maymann, now CEO of the 
Huffington Post Media Group, who just moved to New York from 
London as he oversees HuffPo’s international expansion. (And 
let’s not forget that the Founders of both Skype and Spotify are 
from Scandinavia.)
 
And now there’s another addition to the Viking group, Frank 
Pedersen, also from Denmark.  Frank, formerly LBi’s US CEO, 
was named Managing Director of digital shop Deep Focus this 
summer. He is tasked with running the day-to-day operations 
of the social marketing-focused agency. Frank will also oversee 
the execution of the shop’s growth strategy and be based at the 
agency’s New York headquarters.

employee in North America.  Founded 

in 1993, Ptarmigan’s US expansion 

comes four years after the agency set up 

an Asia-Pacific base in Hong Kong. 

 

The New York office, just established 

this summer, is already busy servicing 

a healthy roster of financial services 

clients in such categories as: Asset 

Management; Life, Pensions and 

Insurance; Investment and Corporate Banking; Retail Banking; 

Trading; Wealth Management; Asset and Securities Services; 

Treasury Services and Management Consulting.

 

One of Tim’s first moves was to hire Catherine Merchant-Jones 

as Vice President of Media Catherine is well known for her long 

experience at Prudential Financial, as well as a her agency roles 

that have focused on Financial Services, Consumer Packaged 

Goods, Beauty/Cosmetics and Corporate Branding.

MARK JONES TO PRESIDENT, GLOBAL 
SOLUTIONS AT MEC; EAMONN STORE TO 
NEW LEADERSHIP ROLE
Mark Jones was part of The Internationalist’s inaugural group 

of Innovators in 2006 when he was based in San Francisco 

and working at ZenithOptimedia on the HP account.  After 

6 years at Viacom International, 

he’s just joined MEC in New York as 

President, Global Solutions, assuming 

the role previously filled by Eamonn 

Store—see below.  Mark oversees 

client management for MEC’s flagship 

global accounts, including Accenture, 

BlackRock, Chevron, Marriott, and 

Xerox, among others.  Mark, originally 

from the UK, sits on the North America 

Executive Leadership Committee.

 

Eamonn Store has been appointed to President, Agency 

Development responsible for leading the agency’s Business 

Development and Marketing disciplines. This is a new 

position focused on developing new and existing business 

for North America, and elevating the agency’s strategic 

leadership.  Eamonn joined MEC North 

America in 2007 from MEC London to 

oversee the agency’s international client 

coordination hub, Global Solutions. In 

this new role, he maintains select key 

client relationships while remaining 

active on the North America Executive 

Leadership Committee.

Morten Albaek
 Jens Storm

Frank Pedersen

Sebastian Jespersen

Jimmy 
Maymann
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INNOVATORS
are transforming the ideals of 
the agency world
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This year’s Innovators not merely reflect the changing nature of the advertising agency 

business, but this extraordinary group of 31 from around the world is in the midst of 

transforming it.  For the first time, we are associating innovation with many new areas 

that underscore the breadth of expanding agency responsibility—trading desks, barter, 

procurement, analytics, strategy, as well as key creative, media, digital and overall leadership 

roles. 

 

Among the group, there is still a strong geographic focus on markets like New York, 

Sydney and San Francisco, but this year’s Innovators also live in London, Göteborg, 

Shanghai, Bangkok, Tokyo, Singapore, Mumbai, Boulder, Dallas, Seattle, Los Angeles, and 

Miami.  Remarkably, a number of these leading lights did not start out in this business--an 

interesting trend for an increasingly multidisciplinary world.  And we are still seeing many 

British ex-pats play leading roles throughout the agency world.

 

There was a time when we thought of Innovators the “unsung heroes” of the business; 

however, in a marketing age that exists at the intersection of technology, social responsibility 

and breakthrough thinking, they are increasing becoming true heroes of how we redefine 

innovation in our industry.

 

Without question, the agency landscape has become more complicated. With the growth of 

micro-networks, the emergence of digital and social media specialists, and the unbundling 

of so many core agency services, the agency world has also become more pressured with 

greater demands for talent, new resources, data analysis, product creation, collaborative 

structure, performance-based compensation, and the ever-present overlay of economic 

realities on a global stage.

 

Yet, the key to how agencies envision their future may be found among  
this group of 31. Congratulations to this year’s Innovators!



2020
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DAVID ANGELO
Founder / Chief Creative 
Officer
David&Goliath �
�There’s�no�question�that�David�
Angelo�defies�convention.��
However,�David�would�attribute�
his�challenger�attitude�to�a�simple�
belief:��Everyone�has�a�Goliath.��
And�his�full
service,independent�creative�

agency�prides�itself�on�tackling�Goliath�marketing�
challenges.�
�
David�Angelo�founded�the�company�in�1999�believing�that�
he�could�create�a�distinct�agency�culture�capable�of�taking�
on�the�toughest�of�marketing�goliaths.��He�has�consistently�
proven�that�such�a�culture�is�indeed�possible�by�“igniting�
the�challenger�spirit�in�all�of�us�that’s�capable�of�overcoming�
any�obstacle.”��For�him�and�his�teams�in�both�Los�Angeles�
and�London,�it�all�stems�from�“Thinking�like�a�David”�or�
being�nimble,�resourceful,�creative�and�brave.
�
This�belief�system�came�to�life�with�David&Goliath‘s�first�
client,�Kia�Motors.��Based�in�Seoul,�South�Korea�and�owned�
by�Hyundai�Group,�the�Kia�brand�grew�at�a�time�when�
most�car�companies�struggled,�because�David�took�many�
successful�creative�risks.
�
Now�it’s�impossible�to�mention�David&Goliath�without�
also�citing�the�Kia�hamsters.��They�have�made�an�indelible�
connection�between�today’s�younger�generation,�who�are�
reluctant�car�purchasers,�and�the�Kia�Soul.��The�hamsters�
were�initially�chosen�to�represent�a�notion�of�sameness,�
or�running�in�place�on�a�hamster�wheel,�to�contrast�with�
how�they�break�out�with�“A�New�Way�to�Roll.”�Now�they�are�
delightful�video�stars�who�are�“Totally�Transformed”�with�the�
latest�installment�of�the�2014�Kia�Soul’s�evolution.�
�
A�sleeker,�more�sophisticated�Soul�means�that�the�hamsters�
have�slimmed�down�for�a�sexy�new�look.��The�most�recent�
commercial,�set�to�Lady�Gaga’s�latest�single�“Applause,”�
debuted�at�the�August�MTV�Video�Music�Awards�where�
Gaga�gave�her�first�live�performance�of�the�new�release.
�
David�Angelo�started�his�career�in�1989�at�DDB�New�York,�
later�served�as�VP/ACD�at�TBWA\Chiat\Day�New�York,�and�
eventually�joined�Cliff�Freeman�&�Partners�as�EVP,�Executive�
Creative�Director.�Over�the�years,�David�has�garnered�

more�than�400�of�the�industry’s�most�prestigious�awards,�
including�Cannes�Lions,�The�One�Show�Pencils,�CLIOs,�Effie�
Awards,�and�LA’s�Entrepreneur�of�the�Year.
�
ED BROJERDI
President & Co-Chief 
Creative Officer
Kirshenbaum Bond Senecal 
+ Partners (kbs+)
Ask�Ed�Brojerdi�about�an�
innovative�business�solution�for�
which�he’s�most�proud,�and�he’ll�
immediate�say�“electric�cars.”��In�
fact,�he�admits�that�the�kbs+�marketing�launch�of�the�first�
Electric�Vehicle�for�BMW�has�been�the�highlight�of�his�
career.�“A�revolutionary�product�was�combined�with�a�very�
non-traditional�marketing�approach--�no�paid�media,�no�TV,�
no�print,�no�radio.��Also,�the�cars�sold�out�within�the�first�
few�days�even�though�they’re�wouldn’t�be�available�until�late�
2013!”�
�
In�fact,�the�BMW�i�“Window�Into�the�Near�Future”�made�
headlines�as�a�computer�projection�and�augmented�reality�
installation�that�transforms�today’s�real-time�traffic�into�the�
near�future,�by�replacing�today’s�cars�with�BMW�electric�i3�
and�i8�models.
�
“We�wanted�to�show�the�world�what�the�cars�of�tomorrow�
would�look�like�on�the�roads�of�today,�and�that’s�what�we�
literally�did.”���With�digital�projection,�motion�detection�
technology,�80,000�lumens,�3�cameras,�and�1�intelligent�car�
tracking�application,�live�traffic�along�New�York’s�Avenue�
of�the�Americas�was�transformed�into�BMW�electric�
vehicles�streaming�along�Bryant�Park.��In�a�single�week,�
the�installation�transformed�248,368�current�cars�into�new�
electric�models.
�
So�how�would�Ed�Brojerdi�characterize�innovation?��“By�
the�response�received�to�the�work.��I�love�when�I�see�the�
realization�that�people�have�just�witnessed�something�new,�
something�that�came�out�of�left�field�and�is�not�at�all�what�
was�expected--�something�that�has�just�changed�the�rules�to�
the�game.”��BMW’s�“Window�into�the�Near�Future”�meets�
his�criteria.

There’s�no�question�that�Ed�is�an�avid�
technologist.�He�began�his�career�at�McCann�Worldgroup,�
overseeing�the�global�creative�technology�practice.�Towards�
the�end�of�his�tenure�at�IPG,�he�became�co-founder�
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and�COO�of�SPLIT,�a�creative�technology�business�unit�
within�Interpublic�Group,�before�joining�kbs+.
�
He’s�also�an�internationalist�at�heart.��Growing�up,�he�and�
his�family�lived�in�several�European�countries,�including�
Spain,�Portugal�and�Germany.��“I’m�a�first�generation�
American,�so�my�up-bringing�was�infused�with�many�local�
and�international�customs�and�traditions.�To�this�day,�it�
helps�me�have�a�multi-dimensional�approach�to�my�creative�
thinking�and�how�I�manage�a�business�holistically.”
�

�LUIS 
CASAMAYOR
President and 
Chief Creative 
Officer
 JORGE A. 
PLASENCIA 
Chairman & 

CEO 
República

Independent,�cross-cultural�agency�República�is�one�of�
the�fast-growing�agencies�in�America,�according�to�the�
4As,�with�revenue�increases�of�40%�per�year.��The�Miami-
based�firm�sees�its�role�as�helping�marketers�reach�the�
fast-growing�Latin�community�in�the�US,�while�also�helping�
niche�Latin�brands�reach�a�mainstream�audience.
Interestingly�República�posts�“Principles�and�Foundation”�
on�its�website.�Their�14th�principle�may�be�at�the�heart�of�
their�success�within�the�Hispanic�marketing�community:�
“Above�All,�somos�familia.��We�believe�in�family,�our�own�
families�and�our�República�family.�Everyone�contributes�to�
the�vision,�goals�and�purpose�of�República�because�this�is�
the�purpose�of�it�all:�To�create�something�great�and�share�it�
with�the�people�we�love.”

República�was�founded�in�2006�by�Luis�Casamayor�and�
Jorge�A.�Plasencia,�two�friends�turned�business�partners�
who�applied�their�combined�decades�of�experience�in�
media,�advertising�and�marketing�into�a�company�that�lives�
by�ethics,�trust,�loyalty�and�responsibility�—�and�an�agency�
that�fosters�creativity�as�well�as�results.

Luis�began�his�career�in�advertising,�design�and�marketing�
at�a�young�age,�launching�his�own�agency�–�Cosmyk�–�while�
still�in�his�twenties.�The�agency�quickly�became�regarded�
as�one�of�the�most�cutting-edge�creative�and�design�
companies�in�Miami,�with�a�roster�of�prestigious�clients�in�
Miami,�New�York,�Las�Vegas�and�Latin�America.

A�former�sports,�media�and�entertainment�executive,�Jorge�
has�enjoyed�a�career�full�of�successes,�from�becoming�the�
first�director�of�Hispanic�marketing�for�the�Marlins�during�
their�1997�championship�season,�to�serving�as�an�executive�
at�Estefan�Enterprises�alongside�Gloria�and�Emilio�Estefan.�
He�was�also�intimately�involved�in�the�careers�of�artists�
Gloria�Estefan�and�Shakira�during�the�Latin�music�explosion�
of�the�late�‘90s,�and�went�on�to�leadership�roles�at�Univision�
Radio�–�the�country’s�largest�radio�network�serving�U.S.�
Hispanics.

Why�the�name�República?�Jorge�Plasencia�tell�the�story�of�
how�his�late�father�fled�Cuba�in�1961�for�Miami,�and�worked�
his�way�up�to�a�senior�position�at�Republic�National�Bank--�
“the�only�bank�in�Miami�that�would�loan�money�to�Cubans�
on�a�handshake.”��República�is�a�tribute�to�his�father’s�
longtime�employer.

FRAUKE CAST
Senior Director, Analytics, 
Technology and Insights
Just Media
Frauke�Cast�has�been�instrumental�
in�building�out�the�data-driven�media�
buying�practice�at�Just�Media.�And�
she’s�taken�on�the�extraordinary�task�to�provide�media�
analytics�on�a�global�scale.�Her�efforts�have�insured�that�
the�analytics�processes�are�at�the�very�leading�edge�of�the�
industry.��Most�importantly,�she�also�excels�at�educating�
clients�on�how�to�apply�these�processes�to�multinational�
campaigns.
�
According�to�Just�Media�CEO�Dick�Reed,�“Frauke�is�
constantly�evaluating�new�technologies�to�bring�to�the�
media�team�to�enable�advanced�media�targeting�for�
campaigns.�Not�only�must�the�techniques�be�scalable�
across�all�client�campaigns,�but�they�need�to�be�delivered�
into�global�markets.�This�can�be�a�real�challenge�as�digital�
media�is�never�a�consistent�platform,�and�different�markets�
are�in�very�different�stages�of�media�development.�However,�
Frauke�has�managed�it�perfectly�with�campaigns�for�Intel,�
Amazon�Web�Services,�EMC�and�Applied�Materials.”
�
She�adds,�“Digital�innovation�in�the�agency�is�at�an�all-time�
high�with�approximately�80%�of�our�clients�now�including�
advanced�data�targeting�techniques�in�the�media�campaigns�
we�run.”��Frauke�admits�that�the�world�of�international�is�a�
constantly�evolving�marketplace.�She�cites�the�complexities�
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as:�“Different�stages�of�development�of�digital�targeting,�
available�inventory�for�global�scale,�and�the�ability�to�track�
into�markets�that�may�apply�different�rules�or�run�non-
standard�systems.”

Originally�from�Germany,�Frauke�Cast�came�to�the�United�
States�in�2004,�and�now�enjoys�living�in�the�San�Francisco�
Bay�area.�She�started�her�advertising�career�in�1995�as�a�
Team�Assistant,�but�her�love�for�numbers�and�statistics�
quickly�got�her�interested�in�Media�Planning.�A�year�before�
coming�to�the�United�States,�Frauke�ventured�over�to�the�
publisher�side�and�worked�for�the�Condé�Nast�publishing�
house�in�Munich.
�
Her�passion�in�the�analytics�space�includes�solving�mind-
numbingly�complex�trafficking�and�tracking�issues,�assisting�
in�beta�testing�new�analytics�programs�for�the�agency,�
experimentation�with�engagement�mapping�tools,�social�
and�search�media�tracking�tools�and�lead�quality�reports.�
She�enjoys�leading�her�team�from�trafficking�over�reporting�
to�analyzing�campaigns.�Throw�numbers�her�way�and�she’s�
happy!
�

�

PULLY CHAU
Chairman and CEO 
Draftfcb Greater China
Pully�Chau�is�one�of�the�most�
influential�advertising�executives�
in�China.��She�is�also�one�of�the�
earliest�and�most�enduring�with�
29�years��in�the�country’s�fledgling�industry.��
And�she�may�well�be�among�the�most�recognized�of�
Chinese�ad�agency�leaders�with�accolades�that�include:�
“Top�10�China�Chief�Executive”�(2004);�“Outstanding�
Advertising�Woman”�(2005);�“The�Most�Influential�People�
in�China�Brand�Building”�(2005,�2006,�2007);�“China�
Adman�of�the�Year”�(2007);�and�“Outstanding�contribution�
in�three�decades�of�China�Advertising”�by�China�Advertising�
Association�(2008).��
�
Today�she�leads�Draftfcb�Greater�China�with�offices�in�
Shanghai,�Beijing,�Qingdao,�Hong�Kong�and�Taipei.���Her�
daily�mission�is�to�insure�that�her�sprawling�region�
operates�as�a�world-class,�performance-driven�organization�
committed�to�creating�brilliant�ideas�that�truly�matter�to�
consumers�and�help�change�their�behavior.
�
She�has�expanded�mobile,�digital�&�shopper�promotions�
capabilities�for�the�agency�and�activated�robust�new�

business�momentum.��Her�efforts�were�rewarded�as�
the�“2011�ROI�Agency�of�the�Year”�at�the�ROI�Festival.���
This�year,�she�was�invited�to�join�the�Cannes�Creative�
Effectiveness�Jury�and�became�Jury�President�of�the�China�
Effie�Awards.��
�
Draftfcb,�part�of�the�Interpublic�Group�of�Companies,�is�
a�behavior-based,�holistic�marketing�communications�
organization�that�operates�globally�against�a�single�P&L.��At�
the�heart�of�its�culture�is�a�concept�called�“Delivering�the�6.5�
Seconds�That�Matter,”�an�operating�system�that�recognizes�
the�brief�period�of�time�marketers�have�to�capture�
consumers’�attention�and�motivate�them�to�act.�Draftfcb�
has�roots�in�both�consumer�advertising�and�behavioral,�
data-driven�direct�marketing�and�firmly�believes�there�is�no�
way�to�separate�creativity�from�accountability.
�
Prior�to�Draftfcb,�Pully�Chau�was�CEO�of�Saatchi�&�Saatchi�
China�where�for�ten�years�she�tripled�the�agency’s�revenue�
and�aggressively�expanded�its�digital�and�integrated�
capabilities.�She�also�helped�the�agency�win�its�first�Bronze�
and�Silver�Lions�at�Cannes�and�its�first�Gold�APAC�Effie�
Award.
�
She�previously�worked�for�Ogilvy�&�Mather,�Bozell,�BBDO�
and�D’Arcy,�where�she�was�Managing�Director�for�Hong�
Kong�and�Southern�China,�and�Regional�Director�for�the�
Procter�&�Gamble�business�in�Asia�Pacific.
�

�

DAMIAN 
CLAASSENS
Executive Creative 
Director
Profero
It’s�not�often�that�an�
advertising�executive�
answers�a�question�about�
the�future�of�the�banner�
ad�with�a�limerick,�but�
Damian�Claassens�has�a�natural�way�of�guiding�people�
to�think�differently.�(He�recently�devised�his�impromptu�
poetry�to�offer�new�perspectives�on�industry�issues�at�an�
Internationalist/ANA�Think�Tank�in�New�York.)
�
He’s�also�considered�one�of�today’s�sharpest�digital�
thinkers.��He��created�the�“Mixhibit”�app�for�Profero’s�
Smirnoff�client,�which�is�the�first�tool�that�allows�users�to�
“DVR�their�night”�by�pulling�content�from�all�their�social�
networks.�By�selecting�photos�from�Instagram�or�Facebook,�
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Customization

Conventional
Versioning

• Continuous insight-driven
   performance improvement
• Transform creation-to-
   publication process

• Sharpen insights
• Identify and amplify 
   best practices
• Empower knowledge 
   community

• Reduce versioning costs
• Reduce waste
• Improve relevance
• Accelerate TTM
• Protect standards
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WHITE PAPER

Fueling Mass Multi-Channel 
Customization 

Relevant 
multi-channel 
engagement can 
reliably drive 30%-
40%+ increases in 
target outcomes.

Relevant 
multi-channel 
engagement 
requires orders of 
magnitude more 
content. 

The costs 
of relevant 
multi-channel 
engagement often 
increase 10 times 
faster than the 
benefits.

Brand stewardship 
and compliance 
risks increase 
exponentially with 
content volume, 
variety & velocity.

As the “visionary pace-setter” in intelligent 
multi-channel content generation, 
Elateral’s market-leading, patent-pending 
technology is helping to power one of the 
most exciting marketing mega-trends 
in generations:  Mass Multi-Channel 
Customization.

Sophisticated multi-channel experience  
and dialog management platforms, 
energized by big data and cloud power, are 
now able to pinpoint the right content to the 
right person at the right time through the 
right channel. 

 

 

 
Landing more relevant and engaging content 
across an expanding array of channels is 
driving big gains for savvy marketers.  30%-
40%+ improvements in target outcomes, 
including customer acquisition, up-sales, 
registrations & referrals are not uncommon, 
along with improved brand affinity & loyalty.  

On the other hand, relevant, multi-channel 
engagement requires orders of magnitude 
more content.  As a result, promising  
gains are too often obliterated by ballooning 
costs.

 

To make matters worse, the challenges 
and risks associated with managing brand 
stewardship and compliance requirements 
grow exponentially with increased content 
volume, variety and velocity.

Elateral’s singular obsession 
is to be the world leader in 
powering intelligent multi-
channel content generation  

& customization.

Elateral is relentlessly focused on helping 
marketers transform their multi-channel 
content supply chain into a powerful 
competitive advantage, while reaping the 
full rewards of today’s sophisticated multi-
channel experience management platforms.

Elateral MSCTM enables marketers to 
source any content in any form from any 
system; customize content in any dimension 
from creative to copy, size, shape, layout 
& language; and output market-ready 
materials in any format for distribution by 
any experience management or content 
delivery platform, both online and offline.

Integrated intelligence provides sophisticated 
role-based access and editorial rights, 
while advanced patent-pending automation 
capabilities provide unprecedented speed, 
flexibility and cost efficiency.

“Elateral’s game-changing 
technology revolutionizes 
content economics and 
unleashes the potential of 
multi-channel experience 

management.”
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✓ The right message

✓ To the right person

✓ At the right time

✓ Via the right channel

✓ Both on and o�ine

With conventional
content creation,
management and
distribution methods,
costs increase ten
times faster than
the benefits.

Major Cost-Benefit gap
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Versions

10X

300% more cost

30%-40% increase
in target outcomes

Any asset,
any source

Customized in
any dimension

Any format,
any channel

One complete
solution from package

to print, POS, web,
mobile and social

200+ countries,
20+ languages,
UI + content,

Cyrillic, Double Byte

Dynamic scaling with
automated layout
re-optimization

and shape-shifting

One-to-many flow-
through customization

for speed, e�ciency
and consistency

Multiple versions for
real-time interactive

dialogs – fast, flexible,
e�cient, controlled

Identify and leverage
high-performing

assets and executions
while reducing waste
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Elateral
Customization

Conventional
Versioning

• Continuous insight-driven
   performance improvement
• Transform creation-to-
   publication process

• Sharpen insights
• Identify and amplify 
   best practices
• Empower knowledge 
   community

• Reduce versioning costs
• Reduce waste
• Improve relevance
• Accelerate TTM
• Protect standards
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* **

*Patent-pending
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A message from one of our founding partners

With Elateral, 
top marketers 
are saving tens 
of millions of 
dollars per year 
with concurrent 
improvement in 
results.

Representative 
Case Examples: 

•  20,000 users in
200+ countries 
and 20+ languages
driving $100M+
savings in content
design and 
localization costs.

•  65%-85% reduction
in content
localization and
customization
costs.

•  57% reduction
in campaign
production costs
with improved
targeting,
accelerated
time-to-market,
and improved
compliance.

All experience management and content delivery platforms, whether CMS, email, social, 
mobile, print, POS, digital display or otherwise, depend on content to fuel relevant 
experiences. Producing it with record-shattering speed, flexibility, control and cost efficiency 
is imperative in today’s market.  This is where Elateral MSC comes in.

Powered by patent-pending innovations, Elateral MSC is designed with one goal in mind:  
To maximize value & advantage for the world’s leading marketers.  Elateral’s game-changing 
content generation innovations include:
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Elateral’s Value Delivery Model provides a fast path to significant savings and continuous 
performance improvement – another reason why the world’s most sophisticated marketers, 
including Cisco, Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Procter & Gamble, Starwood and Toyota rely on 
Elateral solutions to take marketing results to new highs and marketing costs to new lows.  

Maximizing Value & Advantage
With the world’s most sophisticated content generation & customization platform

Elateral’s technology and services 

are reducing costs and waste 

while driving brand consistency 

around the globe for some of the 

world’s leading marketers. Please 

Contact Us to uncover how 

we can drive an immediate ROI 

for your company

+1 (877) 914-0789 or 

infousa@elateral.com

© 2013 Elateral, Inc. All rights reserved
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Twitter�updates,�and�Foursquare�check-ins,�and�choosing�
from�among�the�app’s�custom�music�tracks,�users�can�
create�a�one-of-a-kind�video�in�just�a�few�clicks.
�
“We�are�firm�believers�that�there’s�a�great�canvas�for�
people�to�showcase�their�lives,”�says�Claassens,�“But�it�
also�starts�to�split�apart�across�the�channels.”�In�an�age�
of�oversharing,�“Mixhibit”�makes�it�easy�to�streamline�the�
documentation�of�“the�morning�after�the�night�before,”�he�
says.
�
A�native�of�Australia,�Damian�Claassens�certainly�qualifies�
as�a�true�internationalist.�He�has�worked�in�his�home�
country,�as�well�as�in�London,�Copenhagen�and�the�U.S.,�
for�agencies�large�(Ogilvy�&�Mather,�Leo�Burnett)�and�small�
(Blueberry,�Framfab).
�
He�joined�Profero�from�Publicis�Modem,�New�York,�where�
he�headed�up�creative�on�the�agency’s�LG�Global�account;�
prior�to�that,�he�was�group�creative�director�at�AKQA�New�
York.�There,�from�2005�to�2010,�he�helped�to�grow�the�
office’s�digital�capabilities�and�staff,�overseeing�creative�
for�such�clients�as�Coca-Cola,�Nike,�Google,�DoubleClick,�
Smirnoff�and�more.�His�earlier�European�assignments�at�
Blueberry�in�London�and�Framfab�in�Copenhagen�gave�him�
responsibility�for�award�winning�work�for�clients�like�Nike,�
Carlsberg,�Electrolux,�Volvo�and�Sprite.

He�started�his�career�as�a�Graphic�Designer�in�his�
hometown�of�Sydney�with�branding,�packaging�and�
magazine�assignments.�He�soon�made�the�jump�into�
digital�and�helped�to�start�both�Leo�Burnett’s�and�Ogilvy’s�
digital�offerings�in�their�Sydney�offices�with�websites,�online�
advertising,�kiosks,�games�and�installations.

Throughout�his�career,�Damian�has�been�responsible�for�
winning�a�number�of�industry�awards�at�Cannes,�the�One�
Show,�LIAA�and�Clio.
�

�

IAN COHEN & CAL 
MCALLISTER
Co-Founders
Wexley School for 
Girls
Yes,�Wexley�School�for�
Girls�is�an�ad�agency.��
It�is�an�independently�owned�company�of�31�

people�based�in�Seattle�Washington,�founded�8�years�ago�by�
Ian�Cohen�and�Cal�McAllister.��They,�though,�would�prefer�to�
call�it�a�Fan�Factory.��Wexley’s�purpose�is�to�turn�consumers�
into�fans�by�creating�experiences�that�interest�and�engage�
them�over�time.�
�
Wexley�School�for�Girls�has�also�been�turning�the�
advertising�business�upside�down.��The�agency�is�revered�
by�their�clients--�(from�giants�like�Microsoft,�Nike,�Coke�to�
local�brands�like�pro-soccer�team,�The�Seattle�Sounders)--�
for�creating�one-of-a-kind,�breakthrough�work�in�web,�print,�
video,�social�and�guerilla�marketing.�
�
In�fact,�Ian�Cohen�was�asked�in�an�interview�last�year�what�
his�criteria�are�for�creating�a�guerilla�marketing�campaign.��
His�answer�typifies�the�Wexley�ethos--fast-thinking,�
often�comical,�but�grounded�in�a�new�set�of�business�
fundamentals:�“Is�it�legal?��Is�it�going�to�work?��Is�it�going�
to�be�memorable?��Is�it�going�to�be�press�worthy�or�talked�
about?��Will�there�be�real�gorillas?”
�
Call�it�making�magic�or�taking�risks,�but�“Headmasters”�
Cohen�and�McAllister�are�at�the�forefront�of�understanding�
how�both�advertising�engagement�and�customer�
relationships�have�changed…�forever.��They’d�probably�
say�that�they’re�just�figuring�out�a�way�to�get�into�people’s�
heads�and�under�their�skin�while�delivering�a�little�street�
cred�for�brands.�Their�sweet�spot�is�helping�to�connect�with�
a�generation�that’s�generally�unreceptive�to�the�promises�of�
big�business�and�big�brands.�
The�Wexley�duo�knows�that�getting�people�to�identify�
with�a�brand�or�an�idea—to�become�a�fan--�promises�
longer-term�dividends�than�the�short-term�rewards�of�an�
immediate�sale.��Not�only�do�they�work�to�cultivate�deep�fan�
appreciation,�but�they�take�painstaking�efforts�to�insure�that�
the�relationship�remains�authentic.
�
Prior�to�starting�Wexley�School�for�Girls,�Ian�Cohen�worked�
at�Wieden�&�Kennedy�in�Portland,�while�his�good�friend�Cal�

was�at�Publicis.�
�
Oh�the�name…��Ian�Cohen�has�reported�that�could�
evolve�from�one�of�three�stories:�1.)�He�and�Cal�were�
just�two�guys�who�always�wanted�to�get�into�a�girl’s�
school;�2.)�They�named�it�after�a�group�of�cantaloupe�
farming�nuns�from�Wexleyshire,�England�who�believed�
in�holistic�farming;�3.)�They�made�it�up�and�added�the�
School�for�Girls�part�as�a�double�dog�dare.
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BRETT DAWSON
Managing Partner
Bohemia Group
One�of�today’s�advertising�holy�
grails�is�to�marry�the�art�of�
communication�strategy�with�
the�science�of�media�and�direct�
response.��Today�it’s�happening�
Down�Under�at�Bohemia,�the�
Sydney-based�shop�that�is�employing�a�new�advertising�
model.��According�to�Bohemia’s�leader�Brett�Dawson,�the�
agency�accomplishes�this�through�a�deeper�understanding�
of�behavior—and�what�it�takes�to�change�it.
�
Launched�just�two�years�ago�with�backing�from�STW,�
Australia’s�leading�Communications�group�with�75�
operating�companies,�and�from�Simon�White,�Founder�of�
Ikon�Communications,�where�Dawson�served�as�Agency�
Director�for�12�years,�Bohemia�is�not�only�proving�that�
their�premise�works,�but�they�are�winning�a�string�of�new�
clients—(Vodafone,�Travel�Insurance�Direct,�The�Travel�
Corporation,�Aspen�Pharmaceuticals,�and�Healthdirect�
Australia),�and�starting�a�new�PR�division.��The�art�of�the�
agency’s�strategy�is�to�create�programs�that�are�powered�by�
a�brand’s�most�committed�customers.�The�science�is�based�
on�inviting�these�ideal�targets�to�actively�participate,�so�that�
every�dollar�spent�delivers�a�measurable�outcome.

In�many�ways,�the�key�to�Bohemia’s�success�rests�with�the�
clients�themselves.��The�agency�focuses�on�harnessing�
the�owned�assets�of�their�clients—from�customer�data�to�
physical�and�digital�footprints,�from�social�communities�to�
brand�imprints.��According�to�Brett�Dawson,�“We�focus�here�
first�because�owned�assets�are�the�most�influential�channels�
in�the�marketing�mix�and�are�often�overlooked�by�traditional�
media�agencies.�We�then�leverage�a�growing�number�of�
paid�communication�channels�to�accelerate�this�behavioral�
change.”��The�wealth�of�data�is�used�to�create�“Participation�
Programs,”�not�just�media�plans.
�
Dawson�continues,�“We�venture�further�into�the�commerce�
of�our�clients’�businesses�to�integrate�customer�and�sales�
data�with�the�growing�sources�of�behavioral�data�produced�
from�the�new�communications�landscape.�This�also�allows�
us�to�link�our�remuneration�directly�to�delivery�of�desired�
behavioral�outcomes.”��The�result�is�a�new�agency�model�
indeed.
�

In�addition�to�Brett�Dawson,�Chris�Christofi,�also�ex-Ikon,�
and�Peter�Leaver,�formerly�of�Commonwealth�Bank,�are�also�
founders.��Dawson�calls�the�leadership�team�and�the�agency�
staff��“a�collective�of�experienced�and�networked�individuals,�
unencumbered�by�traditional�agency�buying�models,�
licensed�to�go�deeper�into�a�client’s�business�than�ever�
before�to�put�media�and�data�led�strategy�at�the�center.”��A�
holy�grail�found.

ANTHONY FREEDMAN
Host & One Green Bean
Group CEO
Australia�is�a�country�that�takes�
its�advertising�seriously,�so�to�be�
considered�one�of�the�best�in�the�
business�is�an�extraordinary�accolade.��
Anthony�Freedman�is�undoubtedly�
among�the�country’s�top�agency�leaders.��
Perhaps�the�secret�to�his�success�is�a�dedication�to�deliver�
solutions�simply�for�a�brand’s�best�interests.��In�doing�so,�
he�drives�forward�brave�ideas�and�great�strategies.�
�
The�agency’s�simple�statement�of�definition�perfectly�sums�
up�Freedman’s�philosophy:��“We�are�Host.�We�deliver�
ambitious�ideas�for�adventurous�clients.”�Among�them:�The�
LEGO�Festival�of�Play�to�celebrate�the�brand’s�50th�birthday�
in�Australia�with�a�9-month�party�featuring�the�best�of�
blocks;�an�Air�New�Zealand�campaign�that�encouraged�ski�
holidays�by�taking�the�mountain�to�the�people�with�inspiring�
photography�that�interrupted�commuters�and�resulted�in�
the�biggest�day�of�online�bookings;�and�Happy�Banking�or�
the�Bankwest�challenge�to�prove�that�banking�could�be�a�
more�positive�experience.
�
Anthony�founded�Host�in�2000,�a�true�client-centric�
agency,�which�he�describes�as�designed�for�the�new�world,�
not�adapted�from�the�old.�By�2008,�Host�was�the�largest�
independent�agency�in�Australia,�and�remained�so�until�
July�2011�when�a�partnership�with�Havas�Worldwide�was�
announced.�Today�Host�has�more�than�120�people�with�
offices�in�Sydney�and�Singapore.�Clients�include�global�
brands�like�Coca-Cola,�Lego�and�Sony�Playstation�and�
progressive�local�companies�including�Bankwest�and�Air�
New�Zealand.
�
In�2007�Anthony�Freedman�added�a�partner�agency�by�
co-founding�One�Green�Bean,�focused�on�PR�and�social�
media�agency.�Again,�its�mission�is�unmistakably�simple:�
“We�create�branded�initiatives�designed�to�get�press�

A G E N C Y  I N N O V A T O R S  2 0 1 3
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coverage�and�spark�positive�conversations.�We�do�this�
because�we�believe�brands�should�entertain�and�add�value�
to�consumers’�lives.”�
�
One�Green�Bean�has�also�quickly�become�one�of�Australia’s�
agency�darlings.���In�fact,�the�shop�just�led�the�creative�for�
Virgin�Mobile�Australia’s�latest�efforts�featuring�Doug�Pitt�
(Brad’s�brother)�in�the�highly�successful�s�“Fair�Go�Bro”�
campaign.
�
Anthony�Freeman�began�his�career�in�advertising�in�London�
in�1990�before�moving�to�Sydney�in�1995,�where�he�joined�
youth�and�fashion�specialist,�Spin�Communications,�before�
striking�out�on�his�own.�In�2010,�his�various�business�
endeavors�were�recognized�in�the�Ernst�and�Young�
Entrepreneur�of�the�Year�awards.
�

�

YUSUF HATIA
Managing Director of 
FleishmanHillard India
Head of Majlis, FH’s Muslim 
Consultancy
Last�year,�when�FleishmanHillard�
announced�Majlis,�a�specialty�service�
created�to�assist�corporations�looking�
to�build�and�protect�their�reputation�

with�the�Muslim�community,�Yusuf�Hatia,�the�visionary�
behind�the�concept,�said,�“Nearly�20�percent�of�the�world’s�
population�is�Muslim�and�organizations�are�already�looking�
at�how�they�can�engage�with�this�fast-growing�market.”��
Hatia�understands�this�well;�he�and�Dr.�Paul�Temporal,�
author�of�Islamic Branding and Marketing: Creating a Global 
Islamic Business,�released�a�white�paper�entitled�“The�Next�
Billion,�The�Market�Opportunity�of�the�Muslim�World.”
�
There’s�little�question�that�the�vast�and�globally�dispersed�
Muslim�world,�now�comprised�of�1.8�billion�consumers,�is�
growing�in�both�size�and�influence.��In�addition�to�giving�
rise�to�an�emerging�middle�class,�nearly�half�of�the�global�
Muslim�population�is�under�the�age�of�25.�Businesses�
are�recognizing�the�immediate�and�long-term�benefits�of�
nurturing�relationships�with�this�audience.�However�the�
challenge�for�brands�is�not�only�to�engage�knowledgeably��
and�sensitively�with�the�culture,�but�to�develop�authentic�
interactions�with�the�many�audiences�that�self-identify�with�
Muslim�values,�while�not�disengaging�others.
�
FleishmanHillard’s�Majlis�consultancy�was�named�for�an�
Arabic�term�describing�a�forum�around�social�and�cultural�

issues,�an�apt�name�for�a�service�not�only�created�to�listen,�
but�to�build�bridges�between�a�community’s�values�and�a�
brand’s�values.
�
In�addition�to�heading�the�Majlis�offering,�Yusuf�Hatia�now�
has�a�larger�role�at�FleishmanHillard�as�of�this�summer.��
He�is�the�Managing�Director�of�India�after�serving�as�a�
founding�team�member�of�the�firm’s�first�office�in�Mumbai�
when�he�joined�FH�in�2007.��Over�the�years,�he�tripled�the�
number�of�offices�to�add�New�Delhi�and�Bangalore,�while�
helping�to�grow�an�impressive�portfolio�of�clients�and�
develop�a�team�of�top-level�communications�professionals.�
Today�he�is�responsible�for�overseeing�all�of�the�firm’s�
India�offices�and�will�set�the�strategic�direction�for�the�
agency�while�continuing�in�his�well-known�role�of�strategic�
communications�counsel�to�clients.
Not�only�is�Yusuf�Hatia�a�confirmed�internationalist,�having�
worked�previously�in�the�United�Kingdom�and�the�Middle�
East,�but�he�is�an�accomplished�linguist�with�the�ability�to�
fluently�speak�English,�Gujerati,�Hindi,�and�Urdu,�as�well�as�
some�Arabic�and�Farsi.��
�

�

SCOTT HESS
SVP, Human Intelligence
Spark SMG
As�Senior�Vice�President�of�Human�
Intelligence�at�Spark�SMG,�Scott�Hess�
is�used�to�people�smiling�at�his�title.�
“It’s�my�job�to�embody�the�collective�
knowledge�of�all�living�creatures,”�he�
jokes.�“Or�something�like�that.”�Joking�aside,�there�are�days�
when�Scott�almost�seems�to�pull�it�off.�

A�newbie�to�the�media�agency�world,�Hess�joined�Spark�by�
way�of�TRU,�the�pioneering�youth�research�firm,�where�he�
served�as�VP�of�Insights�for�nearly�a�decade.�While�there,�
Hess�earned�recognition�as�one�of�the�leading�experts�on�
American�youth�in�general,�and�the�Millennial�generation�
in�particular,�working�in�service�of�more�than�a�hundred�
well-known�brands.
�
A�veteran�of�more�than�400�presentations,�including�a�
prestigious�TED�Talk�(“Millennials:�Who�They�Are�and�Why�
We�Hate�Them”),�Hess�has�emerged�as�a�signature�talent�in�
the�research�field,�one�whose�unique�distillation�of�cultural�
and�consumer�insights�have�inspired�a�diverse�roster�of�
companies,�ranging�from�ESPN�and�MTV�to�Nintendo,�
American�Eagle,�and�Verizon.
�
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After�watching�his�TED�Talk,�incoming�Spark�CEO�Chris�
Boothe�knew�Scott�was�the�man�to�lead�the�rising�agency’s�
newly-created�Human�Intelligence�function,�spanning�the�
traditional�research�and�insights�role�and�the�evolving�
discipline�of�human�experience�planning.�Energized�by�
Boothe’s�vision�for�a�next-generation�media�agency�and�
hungry�for�a�challenge,�Hess�signed�on.
�
Nearly�a�year�later,�it’s�clear�Boothe’s�intuition�was�spot�on.�
Hess�has�been�a�key�member�of�the�group�that’s�delivered�
a�dozen�wins�for�Spark�and�transformed�the�agency�from�
a�bit�player�to�a�leader.��He�also�conceived�Spark’s�unique�
partnership�with�1871,�a�shared�workspace�for�early-stage�
tech�startups�that�resides�just�a�few�floors�above�Spark�in�
the�Merchandise�Mart.�Through�the�deal,�Spark�stewards�
1871�member�companies�while�enjoying�unique�access�to�
emerging�technologies�for�its�professionals�and�clients�
–�a�clear�win/win�that’s�typical�of�how�Hess�approaches�
business.
�
“Scott�not�only�helped�me�create�the�Spark�brand,”�sums�
up�CEO�Boothe,�“he’s�actually�done�a�great�job�of�living�it.�
He’s�a�sign�of�what’s�to�come�in�the�media�business.”

JAMES HIER
Chief Strategy Officer
MEC Australia
James�Hier�claims�that�a�big�
contributor�to�the�secret�of�his�success�
is�that�he’s�irritating.�

�“I’m�never�satisfied�with�where�we�
are,�or�what�we�have.�There’s�always�more�to�do,�more�
opportunity�to�be�tapped.��It’s�a�restlessness�that�can�
be�exhausting�and�revitalizing�at�the�same�time,�and�so�
requires�highly�resilient�peers�and�team�members.��So�if�you�
do�a�random�survey�poll�of�the�people�that�work�with�me,�
will�they�say�he’s�an�innovator?��Probably�not.��Maybe,�an�
agitator.”
�
James�Hier�has�been�stirring�things�up�for�a�long�time.�
Today�he�leads�MEC�Australia’s�strategy,�Analytics�and�
Insight�teams,�and�is�passionate�about�neuroscience.�This�
year,�he�championed�a�world-first�neuroscience�study�on�the�
disruptive�behavior�of�social�TV.
�
According�to�Hier,�“There�were�three�reasons�that�no-one�
had�researched�the�effect�of�social�TV.�Firstly,�the�ad�
industry’s�reluctance�to�commit�hard-earned�dollars�to�

bespoke�research.�Secondly,�conventional�wisdom�held�that�
the�distraction�of�the�second�screen�was�detrimental�to�the�
first,�so�what�more�did�we�need�to�know?�Lastly,�the�only�
way�engagement�can�be�measured�is�with�neuro�science.”
�
The�problem�Hier�faced�was�there�had�never�been�a�large-
scale�neuro�study�done�on�live�TV�before.�Anywhere.��Ever.��
He�explains:�“To�get�this�research,�kicking�and�screaming,�
across�the�line�we�had�to�refit�a�neuroscience�facility�to�our�
specs�and�create�a�new�methodology�for�analyzing�neuro�
output.��However,�the�reward�for�our�blood,�sweat�and�tears�
was�the�extraordinary�finding�that�there�is�a�neurological�
pattern�to�social�TV�interaction.”�

(And�the�pay-back�for�this�innovative�initiative�has�been�
global�recognition�as�he�June�ARF/Advertising�Research�
Foundation�annual�conference,�themed�“Measuring�The�
Unmeasured.”)�

Prior�to�MEC,�Hier�describes�his�background�as�having�
“the�privilege�to�see�the�world�consulting�for�the�Unilever�
Marketing�Academy�and�SABMiller�for�six�years.�I�rolled�
out�integrated�brand�communications�programs�for�both�
companies�and�parachuted�into�markets�to�solve�brand�
problems�‘live.’”��He�admits�that�his�years�consulting�
globally�have�taught�him�audacity.
�
He�adds,�“I�have�trained�or�facilitated�over�2,200�marketers�
across�the�26�countries,�and�have�the�world’s�largest�
collection�of�hotel�toiletries.�I�can�speak�Unilever�English�
fluently.�And�my�taste�in�shirts�causes�offence�in�all�markets.”
�

 
RACHEL ISRAEL
Managing Partner, Account 
Director
MEC
As�the�global�lead�on�the�Marriott�
International�account�at�MEC,�
Rachel�Israel�has�been�instrumental�
in�driving�the�repositioning�of�the�brand�to�increase�its�
relevance�with�the�next�generation�of�business�travelers,�
Gen�X�and�Y.�Rachel’s�opportunist�mindset,�creative�
problem�solving�skills,�sharp�personality�and�knack�for�
juggling,�has�allowed�her�to�transform�a�conservative�
client’s�overall�communications�strategy.�A�brand�historically�
focused�on�traditional�and�out�of�home�media�(one�way�
communications),�she�has�pushed�boundaries�and�paved�
the�road�for�the�implementation�of�a�comprehensive�digital�
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and�content�strategy�that�engages�and�interacts�with�the�
brand’s�target�demographic,�creating�a�two-way�dialogue�
and�setting�the�stage�for�the�‘co-creation’�of�the�future�of�
travel.
�
With�the�launch�of�the�Marriott�Culturazzi�Campaign�Series�
in�2012,�which�saw�the�creation�of�surprisingly,�shareable�&�
innovative�experiences�targeted�to�Gen�X�and�Y�consumers,�
Marriott�has�shifted�brand�perception�and�has�elevated�
its�position�as�a�forward-thinking,�technology-savvy�brand�
that�understands�the�needs�of�its�customers.�Combatting�
a�limited�budget,�aging�brand�image�and�the�rise�of�
challenger�hotels�and�online�travel�sites,�Rachel�lead�a�team�
that�created�innovative�and�immersive�partnerships�with�
Wired,�Spotify�and�Good.
�
“But�Culturazzi�was�about�more�than�just�increasing�
bookings—it�was�about�‘keeping�the�conversation�going,’�
says�Michael�Dail,�VP�of�global�brand�marketing�for�MHR�at�
Marriott�International.�“We’ve�seen�a�lot�more�in�the�way�of�
engagement�from�these�customers.�If�we�can�get�people�to�
come�to�our�hotel�for�the�social�environment,�we�anticipate�
many�will�come�back�to�us�for�an�overnight�stay.�It’s�a�
multiyear�journey.”

It’s�clear�that�Rachel�Israel�has�blended�passion�and�
creativity�with�strategic�thinking�to�help�drive�Marriott’s�
transformation�as�a�brand�and�a�company.��Although�she�
admits�her�biggest�challenge�“is�scaling�ideas�in�developing�
countries;”�there’s�little�doubt�she’ll�find�a�way�forward.
�
Born�and�raised�in�Brooklyn,�NY,�she’s�the�daughter�of�an�
Irish�mother�and�a�father�of�Spanish�descent.�Her�mother,�
a�Yeats�scholar,�was�a�literary�teacher�during�the�summer�
months�in�Northern�Ireland.�As�a�young�girl,�Rachel�would�
spend�summers�with�her�family�learning�about�her�culture�
and�traveling�throughout�Europe.
�

�ASHWINI KARANDIKAR
Global President
AMNET (Aegis Media)
Ashwini�Karandikar�has�a�keen�
eye�for�identifying�and�converting�
digital�marketing�opportunities�
into�actionable�revenue�generating�
experiences�for�organizations.
She�developed�and�oversaw�
AMNET,�Aegis�Media’s�trading�desk,�in�the�US,�and�

now�is�responsible�for�building�the�AMNET�business�
and�proposition�globally�to�insure�consistently�in�all�
markets.�AMNET�offers�a�fundamentally�different�method�
of�conducting�business,�created�in�response�to�the�
technology-driven�revolution�in�digital�media�buying.��Its�
approach�combines�people,�data�and�technology�to�deliver�
real�time,�targeted�ads�to�the�most�relevant�consumers.�
In�fact,�the�AMNET�system�works�alongside�existing�client�
teams�and�serves�as�a�centralized,�service-based�company�
offering�advanced�media�buying�solutions.
�
While�trading�desks�had�been�around�for�5�years�before�
the�launch�of�AMNET,�Ashwini�recognized�that�there�were�
ways�to�improve�them�by�adapting�quickly�to�technology�
changes.�She�realized�that�the�industry�was�evolving�
toward�a�more�precisely�targeted�and�timely�version�
of�display�advertising,�and�identified�the�missing�link�
required�to�increase�efficiency�amid�the�industry’s�digital�
progression.�There�was�a�need�for�a�service�that�increased�
transparency,�improved�targeting,�and�enhanced�insights.�
The�key,�she�believed,�was�not�to�create�something�totally�
new,�but�identify�where�a�process�could�be�more�efficient�
and�create�something�that�fits�that�role�before�others�do.
�
According�to�Ashiwini,�“Innovation�is�the�ability�to�identify�
the�missing�link�of�efficiency�and�precision�that�will�allow�
you�to�achieve�a�particular�goal�faster�and�at�a�higher�
level�of�quality,�so�that�the�process�itself�is�transformed.�
The�most�important�part�of�innovation�is�knowing�how�to�
use�existing�resources�to�puzzle�together�an�idea.�Little�
changes�can�add�up�to�make�a�significant�difference.”
�
Prior�to�AMNET,�she�served�as�vice�president�of�
Innovation,�where�she�managed�tools�and�technologies�
for�the�global�iProspect�organization�while�overseeing�
the�product�and�business�phases�for�display,�social,�
and�mobile�media,�quantitative�analysis,�attribution�
managements�and�analysis�and�consumer�insights.
�
Born�in�India,�Ashwini�Karandikar�has�worked�extensively�
in�the�United�States�and�India�with�over�15�years�of�
international�and�domestic�marketing�experience.
�

�
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VIK KATHURIA
Managing Partner, EVP, 
Digital Investments and 
Trading
MediaCom
Brilliant.�That’s�the�word�most�
often�when�Vik�Kathuria’s�
colleagues�were�asked�to�describe�
him.

�With�a�background�in�finance�and�a�
globe-trotting�resume,�he�brings�a�provocative�perspective�
not�easily�found�in�the�agency�world.��And�this�isn’t�lost�
on�the�community�at�the�intersection�of�advertising,�
technology,�finance�and�media.

�As�a�managing�partner�and�executive�vice�president�at�
MediaCom,�Vik�–�short�for�Vikram�–�built�the�agency’s�
digital�investment�group�from�scratch,�then�watched�the�
group’s�results�draw�the�attention�of�MediaCom’s�sister�
agencies.��Today,�his�methodology�has�influenced�the�
GroupM�agencies�all�over�the�world.

�Currently�as�leader�of�the�North�American�digital�
investment�group,�he�is�responsible�for�all�digital�
investments�and�trading,�with�oversight�across�a�number�
of�specialty�functions,�including�search,�display,�mobile,�
trading�and�strategy.�Clients�such�as�Dell,�Shell,�Revlon,�
Audi,�Volkswagen�and�Subway�rely�on�him�just�as�much�as�
the�external�community�does.

�Vik�also�serves�on�the�GroupM�executive�digital�investment�
team�and�works�closely�with�WPP’s�corporate�strategy�and�
development�group.�Tasked�with�building�and�developing�
strategic�partnerships�and�acquisitions�globally�for�GroupM,�
Vik�engages�with�media,�brand�and�technology�companies�
in�order�to�identify�emerging�trends;�then�he�negotiates,�
integrates�and�manages�select�partners�into�the�GroupM�
ecosystem.

�According�to�Joe�Kowan,�managing�partner�for�MEC’s�
digital�investment�group,�“Vik’s�an�amazing�talent…I’ve�
seen�him�operate�as�a�peacekeeper�and�communicator�
across�the�operating�companies�within�GroupM,�
always�helping�to�foster�best-in-class�digital�investment�
capabilities.”

�“Vik�is�one�of�those�people�you�go�to�first�when�industry�
news�breaks,”�said�Lily�Triantafillou,�digital�media�director�

at�MediaCom.�“Since�he�views�things�through�a�lens�that�
encompasses�a�diverse�background�of�experience�–�media�
and�financial,�domestic�and�global�–�his�perspective�is�
always�unique�and�engaging.”

Born�in�New�Delhi,�Vik�earned�his�bachelor’s�degrees�from�
Delhi�University�and�the�London�School�of�Economics,�
while�studying�at�both�Harvard�Business�School�and�Clark�
University�for�his�MBA.�He�started�his�career�in�investment�
banking�and�trading�with�Goldman�Sachs�in�London.

�Before�joining�MediaCom�in�2008,�he�was�senior�vice�
president�of�digital�media�for�OMD�and�served�in�senior�
global�marketing�positions�at�Citigroup�(in�New�York)�and�
PepsiCo�(in�Singapore).

�

DIMITRI MAEX
Managing Director
Ogilvy One
It’s�said�that�three�little�words�can�
make�a�big�difference�to�someone’s�
life.�Those�words�for�Dimitri�Maex�
are�“Sexy�Little�Numbers,”�the�title�of�
his�2012�book�which�explains�How�to�
Grow�Your�Business�Using�the�Data�You�Already�Have.��His�
provocative,�yet�understated�notion�of�sexy�little�numbers�in�
a�Big�Data�world,�taps�into�many�of�the�elements�currently�
redefining�our�changing�industry.
�
According�to�Maex,�“Today�marketers�have�access�to�
more�data�than�ever.�We�know�how�to�gather�data,�analyze�
it�and�mine�it�for�insights�and�we�will�get�exponentially�
better�at�all�of�this�in�the�next�couple�of�years.�The�biggest�
challenge�however�remains�to�ACT�upon�these�insights.�
How�does�it�change�your�creative�storytelling,�your�media�
buys,�your�macro�investment�strategy,�your�marketing�
and�communications�plans?��How�does�it�really�change�
the�customer�experience?�And�how�do�you�scale�all�of�
this?�These�are�the�big�questions�tomorrow’s�successful�
companies�will�be�able�to�crack.”
�
As�Managing�Director�of�OgilvyOne,�he�is�expanding�
the�agency’s�leadership�position�in�developing�and�
implementing�enhanced�data,�analytics,�CRM,�creative,�and�
sales�enablement�solutions.�His�focus�is�on�meeting�clients’�
expectations�for�stronger�measurement�and�accountability�
systems,�especially�in�the�social�media�space.�
�
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Dimitri�Maex’s�has�long�been�interested�in�deriving�
new�sources�of�business�value�from�data-led�customer�
relationships�and�technology-driven�solutions.��In�2009,�
he�was�celebrated�by�Fortune�Magazine�in�a�profile�titled�
“Revenge�of�the�Nerds”�for�his�econometric�skills�and�
business�savvy.
�
He�joined�initially�Ogilvy�in�1998�in�Brussels�to�run�the�
analytics�capability.�In�2001�Dimitri�transferred�to�the�London�
office�to�become�Principal�of�International�Consulting,�
responsible�for�developing�the�consultancy�offering�for�
international�clients.�He�also�became�the�head�of�Ogilvy’s�
Global�Data�&�Analytics�practice.
�
In�2004�Dimitri�moved�to�San�Francisco�to�work�at�Cisco’s�
headquarters�where�he�was�responsible�for�developing�
Cisco’s��
�advanced�analytics�department.�He�returned�to�Ogilvy�to�
run�the�Strategy�team�in�New�York,�which�included�Ogilvy’s�
Marketing�Strategy,�CRM�and�Analytics�capabilities.�He�took�
on�the�management�of�OgilvyOne�in�New�York�in�2011.
�
Born�and�raised�in�Antwerp,�Belgium,�Dimitri�began�his�
career�as�a�financial�controller�at�Kraft�Foods,�followed�by�a�
market�analyst�for�the�EU�for�the�alcoholic�beverage�industry.

DENNIS DJ MARTIN
Chief Procurement Officer at
Omnicom Media Group
The�topic�of�marketing�procurement�
consistently�elicits�strong�emotions�on�
the�part�of�marketers�and�agencies�alike.�
Balancing�concerns�about�investment�
spending�and�cost�reduction�will�always�
draw�heated�debate.��So�what�happens�when�a�media�agency�
group�hires�a�marketing�procurement�professional?�

�“The�Procurement�function�is�critical�to�Omnicom�Media�
Group,”�says�DJ�Martin.��“We�are�the�first�in�the�industry�to�
provide�this�level�of�accountability�to�meet�the�demanding�
needs�of�marketers�as�their�organizations�continue�to�
become�more�procurement-focused.�I�am�responsible�for�
tightly�integrating�procurement�discipline�into�our�underlying�
DNA.�I�have�applied�a�procurement�approach�which�has�
traditionally�only�been�associated�with�client�operations�to�
our�own�operations.�And�I’ve�helped�OMG�achieve�100%�
delivery�of�savings�targets�to�clients�and�without�the�sacrifice�
of�media�investment�quality!”
As�Chief�Procurement�Officer�for�OMG,�DJ�Martin�works�to�

ensure�that�Omnicom�investment�teams�most�effectively�
and�efficiently�execute�best-in-class�procurement�strategies�in�
and�across�all�media�channels.�In�addition,�his�organization�
champions�the�critical�technology�and�research�initiatives�
that�further�enhance�the�client-supplier�relationship�and�
quantifies�any�resulting�performance�improvements.�
�
Interestingly,�DJ’s�background�includes�over�a�decade�in�
marketing�procurement�at�Colgate-Palmolive,�Pitney�Bowes�
and�Motorola,�so�he�clearly�understands�that�clients�need�
to�see�the�return�in�their�marketing�investments�at�the�local,�
regional�and�global�levels.��At�Colgate-Palmolive,�he�was�
responsible�for�the�advancement�of�performance-based�
marketing�and�media�agency�relationships.�At�Pitney�Bowes,�
DJ�transformed�its�fragmented�regional�buying�functions�into�
a�centralized,�digitally�enabled�procurement�organization.�
DJ�was�also�a�founding�leader�in�Motorola’s�global�indirect�
procurement�organization,�overseeing�its�evolution�from�
infancy�to�a�truly�global�sourcing�operation.

Most�notably,�DJ�has�recently�been�asked�to�lead�Omnicom�
Media�Group’s�Digital�Supplier�Relationship�Management�
(SRM)�Program�to�establish�preferred�partners�with�
media�vendors�that�will�work�the�hardest�for�clients�and�
the�agencies.�In�addition,�he�spearheads�all�client�savings�
programs�to�ensure�that�smart�commitments�are�delivered�
flawlessly.�This�combination�of�responsibilities�has�resulted�
in�a�strong�movement�away�from�traditional�buying,�
establishing�differentiation�for�OMG�and�its�clients.
�
DJ�Martin�asserts:�“Innovation�is�the�driving�force�behind�
success�in�my�role,�and�it�acts�as�the�necessary�catalyst�for�
change�in�client�and�agency�media�strategies.”
�

�

MARK MILLER
Chief Strategy Officer
Team One
Mark�Miller�knows�something�

about�solutions.��His�role�at�

Team�One�includes�responsibility�

for�uncovering�insights,�so�that�

strategic�ideas�can�better�resonate�

in�brand�conversations.��However,�

it’s�also�clear�that�he’s�a�relentless�problem-solver�and�a�

transformational�thinker�who�is�not�daunted�by�the�untried,�

or�the�unproven.

�

One�example�is�the�recent�positioning�solution--�not�only�

for�advertising,�but�also�for�operations--�developed�for�The�
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Ritz-Carlton�brand.��Miller�explains�that�the�hotel�category�

routinely�measures�value�in�terms�of�the�tangible�benefits�

offered�on�property�over�the�course�of�a�fixed�number�of�

days�and�nights.��However,�he�brought�forward-looking�ideas�

and�global�insight�to�the�table�to�fundamentally�change�

established�thinking.�The�Ritz-Carlton�would�instead�measure�

the�enduring�worth�of�the�emotional�experiences�and�

memories�that�would�stay�with�their�guests�long�after�they�

left�the�physical�hotel.�The�hotel�now�engages�with�guests�

by�asking�them�to�let�The�Ritz-Carlton�stay�in�their�lives,�or�

simply:�“Let�us�stay�with�you.”�

“The�reason�I�am�particularly�proud�of�the�‘Let�us�stay�

with�you’�idea�is�that�it�was�developed�at�a�time�when�

the�relevance�of�luxury�was�being�questioned�globally�by�

consumers,�around�the�time�of�the�Great�Recession,”�says�

Miller�who�understood�that�innovation�and�change�in�times�

of�uncertainty�ran�counter�to�the�inclination�of�hoteliers�

to�stick�with�routine�in�times�of�high�risk.��Nonetheless�

he�defied�convention.��“From�a�corporate�perspective,�it�

would�have�been�easier�for�The�Ritz-Carlton�to�play�by�the�

established�rules�of�the�category.�Yet,�from�a�consumer�

perspective,�for�those�who�retained�their�wealth,�luxury�

was�only�relevant�and�worth�paying�for�when�it�promised�

something�rare�and�special.”

�

To�convince�The�Ritz-Carlton�of�the�viability�of�the�idea,�Mark�

Miller�and�his�team�needed�to�better�understand�the�things�

that�divided�and�united�global�affluent�consumers.�Since�the�

global�research�they�desired�did�not�already�exist,�they�had�

to�create�it.�The�result�was�the�start�of�the�Global�Affluent�

Tribe�hypothesis�that�would�change�the�way�Team�One�now�

markets�premium�brands�to�affluent�consumers.�

Mark�Miller�best�describes�his�motivation�as�an�Innovator:�

“I�am,�personally,�driven�by�the�belief�that�if�we�are�not�

constantly�looking�ahead�that�we�will�be�forever�falling�

behind.�And�while�it�sometimes�seems�out�of�reach,�I�am�

very�ambitious�about�searching�for�foresight�even�greater�

than�insight�in�the�strategic�work�that�we�are�doing.”�

 PJ PEREIRA, CCO & CO-FOUNDER
Andrew O’Dell, CEO &   Co-Founder
Pereira & O’Dell
Few�would�have�thought�that�collaboration�between�a�
Brazilian�and�a�Tennessean�would�have�proved�so�successful,�
but�Pereira�&�O’Dell�is�increasingly�demonstrating�that�
innovation�trumps�geography�in�all�matters.�Only�5�years�
old,�the�agency�has�attracted�a�growing�roster�of�top-tier�

marketers�including�Mattel,�Skype,�Henkel,�Corona,�Reebok,�
Fiat,�Intel,�yet�maintains�the�risk-taking�culture�of�a�startup.��
In�addition�to�its�San�Francisco�headquarters,�it�now�has�
offices�in�New�York,�Los�Angeles,�and�Sao�Paulo.
�
With�20+�years’�experience�in�the�technology�and�advertising�
industry,�PJ�Pereira�has�received�more�than�60�international�
awards�in�just�the�last�10�years.�Prior�to�co-founding�Pereira�
&�O’Dell�with�Andrew,�PJ�held�executive�roles�at�startup�
agencies�such�as�AgenciaClick,�which�PJ�also�founded,�as�
well�as�established�international�shops�like�AKQA�where�he�
served�as�ECD�on�global�accounts�including�McDonald’s,�
Nike,�Coca-Cola,�Visa,�Red�Bull,�Target�and�Microsoft.
�
PJ�Pereira’s�success�also�attracted�strategic�investment�
for�Pereira�&�O’Dell�from�fellow�Brazilian�and�advertising�
superstar�Nizan�Guanaes�of�Grupo�ABC.��
�
Andrew�O’Dell’s�background�is�strongly�rooted�in�digital,�
although�he’s�quick�to�point�out�that�Pereira�&�O’Dell’s�work�
is�far�more�expansive.��He�has�said�of�the�agency,�“We�are�
craft�aligned�with�digital.”��O’Dell�co-founded�Lot21�in�1997,�
and�went�on�to�become�president�of�AKQA,�overseeing�the�
agency’s�interactive�advertising�operations�in�the�US.��He�
also�met�PJ�Pereira�while�at�AKQA.
�
Speaking�at�an�AdForum�presentation�last�year,�O’Dell�
admitted�that�the�agency�is�finding�a�sweet�spot�with�
challenger�brands�that�want�to�attract�young�consumers�
in�new�and�interesting�ways.��This�certainly�proved�true�for�
Intel�and�Toshiba�with�the�shop’s�creation�of�the�world’s�first�
social�film�to�huge�acclaim.�He�believes�that�the�agency’s�
greatest�strengths�are�in�branded�content,�integrated�global�
campaigns,�and�paving�the�way�for�brands�to�enter�the�
Brazilian�market.
�
“Here’s�how�we�think—we�ask�ourselves,�what�if�advertising�
was�invented�today?��What�are�the�possibilities?��People�think�
there’s�only�a�few�ways�to�do�things.�We�know�that�you�have�
to�build�from�scratch�to�meet�market�need�today.��There�is�no�
other�way�to�deliver�breakthrough�work,”�O’Dell�maintains.
�

�
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CHRIS PYNE
Chief Strategy Officer
MediaCom USA
The�advertising�and�media�
businesses�are�often�
associated�with�young�minds�
and�new�talent.��At�36,�Chris�
Pyne�proves�that�popular�
wisdom�to�be�true.��In�a�
short�time,�he�has�crossed�two�continents�to�become�an�
accomplished�leader,�a�strategic�expert�and�a�rainmaker.

Since�2011,�Chris�has�been�Chief�Strategy�Officer�for�
WPP’s�MediaCom�USA.��His�role�is�to�design�future�
opportunities�for�the�company�and�to�ensure�that�
MediaCom’s�teams�produce�exceptional�work�to�deliver�
experiences�that�change�the�way�consumers�see�brands.�
In�other�words�–�outside�of�actual�client�service�on�a�
day�to�day�basis�–�Chris�is�responsible�for�the�current�
and�future�performance�of�iconic�brands�including�Dell,�
Subway,�Audi,�Volkswagen,�Bayer,�Revlon,�Shell,�Subway�
and�Universal�Music�Group.

Chris�joined�MediaCom�in�2010�as�Chief�Client�Strategy�
Officer,�and�was�promoted�to�Chief�Strategy�Officer�in�
less�than�a�year.�In�2012,�he�was�promoted�again�to�an�
expanded�role�leading�more�than�50%�of�the�agency’s�
staff,�including�insights,�strategy,�integrated�planning,�
digital,�search,�analytics�and�business�science�teams,�in�
addition�to�MediaCom�Beyond�Advertising,�a�branded�
content/entertainment�division�responsible�for�everything�
from�documentary�films�to�worldwide�concert�tours�in�
support�of�client�objectives.

During�his�short�tenure,�Chris�has�helped�the�agency�win�
significant�new�business,�a�key�factor�in�MediaCom’s�2012�
ranking�by�RECMA�as�#1�in�pitch�competitiveness.

Chris�began�his�career�at�21�in�media�in�the�UK,�joining�
Zenith�Media�and�assuming�a�director�role�in�less�than�2�
years.��Not�yet�25�years�old,�Chris�was�managing�over�$1B�
in�client�spend.��He�later�shifted�to�a�strategy�position�on�
the�P&G�business,�taking�leadership�of�the�account�within�
three�years.�In�this�role,�he�more�than�doubled�Zenith’s�
business�with�P&G,�while�winning�numerous�awards.

In�2006,�Chris�was�recruited�by�Optimedia’s�UK�CEO�
to�rebuild�the�agency’s�business�stateside.�He�quickly�
built�an�integrated�communications�planning�and�
buying�approach�for�the�company�called�OPEN,�and�

grew�Optimedia’s�billing�threefold.��In�a�few�short�years,�
he�produced�$500�million�in�new�business�and�was�
managing�over�$2�billion�in�client�billings.

Chris�Pyne�began�far�from�where�he�is�today.��With�a�BS�in�
biotechnology�and�advanced�genetics�from�King’s�College�
at�the�University�of�London,�his�first�job�was�teaching�
surgeons�how�to�perform�laparoscopic�surgery.��After�
a�few�years�in�the�operating�room,�he�shifted�to�media.�
Why?�Because�he�saw�the�medical�field�struggling�to�
communicate�and�thought�he�could�help.��He�simply�sees�
things�differently.

MATT RAYNER
Executive Vice President/
Managing Director
Starcom USA
Matt�Rayner�has�lived�a�peripatetic�
life�as�an�agency�executive�who’s�
lived�on�three�continents.�He�started�
his�career�in�London�at�JWT�and�MEC�(then�CIA�Media�
Solutions);�moved�to�Guangzhou,�China�with�Dentsu�Young�
&�Rubicam;�transferred�to�Dentsu�in�Beijing,�returned�to�
Hong�Kong�with�DYR�after�the�handover;�then�rejoined�MEC�
(or�Mediaedge:CIA)�in�New�York.��His�initial�involvement�
with�Samsung�began�in�2003�when�he�shuttled�between�New�
York�and�Seoul�for�his�work�with�Cheil�Communications,�the�
Korean�agency�affiliate�of�Samsung.
�
Today�he�leads�Starcom’s�Team�Samsung�globally,�and�
admits�that�to�work�with�a�technology�leader�like�Samsung,�
it�is�necessary�to�drive�a�culture�of�innovation.��He�outlines:�
“For�example,�we�monitor�consumer�trends,�interrogate�
them�and�deliver�a�constant�stream�of�insights�in�the�media�
context�to�Samsung’s�marketing�organization�to�help�them�
refine�their�marketing�programs.�We�also�work�very�closely�
with�strategic�media�partners�to�ensure�that�we�have�early�
access�to�their�product�pipelines�and�content�slates�to�
design�and�deliver�campaign�experiences�that�are�fresh�and�
impactful�with�consumers.”
�
A�recent�example�of�this�ethos�was�the�summer�collaboration�
with�Jay-Z�on�the�“Magna�Carter�Holy�Grail”�which�resulted�
in�a�new�commercial�for�Samsung.�A�32-second�spot�
followed�an�extended�ad�that�ran�during�the�NBA�finals�
game,�in�which�Jay-Z�announced�that�he�was�releasing�a�new�
album�on�July�4th.�The�project�was�available�first�to�1�million�
Samsung�Galaxy�users,�who�were�able�to�exclusively�hear�the�
album�for�two�days�before�the�rest�of�the�world.
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�Matt�says�that�his�strength�is�making�connections�across�
diverse�data�sets.�He�explains:�“Understanding�the�impact�of�
a�new�feature�or�technology�on�a�specific�solution�or�media�
platform�is�fairly�simple.��I�strive�to�figurie�out�the�broader�
marketplace�implications,�making�connections�in�the�bigger�
picture�to�leverage�such�innovations�and�integrate�them�
quickly�into�our�clients’�marketing�programs.”
�So�what�makes�his�job�difficult?��“The�biggest�challenge�
we�face�is�the�speed�at�which�we�have�to�work.�The�
pace�of�innovation�at�Samsung�is�unwavering.��As�their�
innovation�partner,�we�have�built�our�work�processes�and�
teams�at�Starcom�with�this�in�mind.��By�making�a�culture�
of�“innovation�at�the�speed�of�Samsung”�a�virtue,�we�have�
made�sure�that�we�can�do�this�consistently�and�to�high�
standards.”

WANNEE RUTTANAPHON
Chairman
IPG Mediabrands, Thailand
Wannee�Ruttanaphon�has�distinct�
ideas�about�what�it�takes�to�be�
successful.��She�says,�“Creativity�
and�innovation�are�the�lifeblood�
of�all�agencies,�but�in�Thailand,�
we�have�taken�this�to�every�aspect�of�our�business—be�
it�client�interactions,�strengthening�our�capabilities�and�
skillset,�building�new�offerings,�coming�up�with�new�ways�
of�media�campaigns.��We�believe�in�the�philosophy�of�
creating,�trying�something�new�and�finding�opportunities�
to�grow.�This�philosophy�has�never�let�us�down.”
�
And�she�is�right.

Under�her�leadership,�the�Initiative�Bangkok�office�has�
grown�900%.��It�won�“Agency�of�the�Year”�accolades�
within�the�Initiative�Asia�Pacific�network�consecutively�
from�2004-2006�for�delivering�not�only�consistent�
growth�and�best�profit,�but�as�the�most�innovative�
agency.��Wannee�was�voted�“Boss�of�the�Year”�in�2006�
within�the�Advertising�Agency�category�by�reporters�at�
Boss�Magazine.��In�2010,�RECMA�published�its�Thailand�
Agency�Quality�Evaluation�Score,�and�Initiative�scored�as�
the�#1�quality�agency.��She�guided�UM�to�a�turnaround�
with�14�times�revenue�growth�when�it�came�under�the�
Mediabrands�umbrella�in�Thailand.��Last�year,�Wannee�
was�elected�president�of�Media�Agency�Association�of�
Thailand.
�
Wannee�Ruttanaphon’s�drive�is�centered�in�her�definition�
of�innovation.��“It�is�at�the�heart�of�all�that�we�have�

achieved�and�all�that�we�set�out�to�do.�We�just�don’t�
want�to�do�innovative�work;�we�want�to�achieve�inspiring�
work—one�that�the�next�generation�of�youth�who�will�
join�our�teams�can�look�up�to�and�aspire�to�achieve�great�
things�for�our�clients.�There�is�no�substitute�for�great�
imagination.”�
�
Yet,�she�admits�to�challenges,�and�says�it�is�not�always�
easy�to�encourage�clients�to�embrace�innovation.�“Creative�
ideas�are�priceless,�and�history�is�a�witness�to�some�of�
these�ingenious�ideas�that�have�elevated�the�industry�to�
newer�heights.�However,�most�clients�prefer�to�do�things�
they�have�done�before;�the�tried�and�tested�methods�that�
have�borne�results�and�which�don’t�take�them�away�from�
their�comfort�zone.”

Wannee�was�born�in�Bangkok,�educated�in�Hong�Kong,�
and�then�attended�the�University�of�Texas,�where�she�
completed�a�BA�in�Advertising.�She�returned�to�Bangkok,�
and�has�worked�in�the�advertising�industry�ever�since�with�
some�25�years�spent�at�IPG�at�Lintas/�Lowe/�Initiative�and�
now�IPG�Mediabrands.

�
IAN SCHAFER
CEO and Founder
Deep Focus
Ian�Schafer�is�one�of�advertising’s�
most�influential�voices�in�interactive�
marketing�and�social�media.���With�
his�hunger�for�the�new,�an�uncanny�
ability�to�interpret�change,�and�an�
encyclopedic�knowledge�of�all�things�digital,�he�thrives�in�
an�always-on�world.��Plus�he�possesses�the�rare�and�often�
contradictory�abilities�of�being�both�a�visionary�and�an�
outstanding�business�person.
�
He�naturally�takes�his�place�at�the�forefront�of�the�
industry—whether�among�the�first�to�test�Google�Glass�
and�interpret�how�it�will�reshape�marketing’s�future�or�
discussing�trends�in�social�media�spending.��However,�
Deep�Focus’�work�also�speaks�for�itself.��Client�Pepsi�is�
considered�among�the�top�digitally-savvy�brands�with�
sociable�buzz,�while�the�recent�video�for�Purina’s�Dog�
Goldberg�Machine�has�become�a�darling�of�the�internet.
�
Ian�Schafer�founded�Deep�Focus�(a�part�of�Engine�USA)�
in�2002,�following�his�role�as�Vice�President�of�the�New�
Media�division�of�Miramax�Films.�Under�Ian’s�guidance,�
Deep�Focus�has�been�lauded�for�its�expertise�and�
excellence�at�using�digital�media,�technology,�creative,�and�
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communications�strategies�to�create�engaging,�value-
driven�experiences�that�get�people�talking.
�However,�he’d�characterize�it�as�building�a�digital�agency�
for�the�social�age:�“An�age�where�connections�are�the�new�
impressions�and�stories�shared�between�friends�are�the�
most�powerful�marketing�tactics.”�For�Deep�Focus,�digital�
is�social.�And�vice�versa.�“We’ve�built�an�agency�that�crafts�
digital,�social,�mobile�and�content�marketing�around�
authentic�social�insights�from�real�conversations�with�real�
human�beings.�These�insights�drive�everything�we�do.”
�
Named�a�‘Media�Maven’�by�Advertising�Age�and�one�
of�Adweek’s�“Young�Ones”,�Ian�has�been�featured�in�
Wired,�The�New�York�Times,�The�Wall�Street�Journal,�
BusinessWeek,�Adweek,�Advertising�Age,�USA�Today,�New�
York�Magazine,�Variety,�CNN,�Fortune�and�The�Hollywood�
Reporter.�Ian�also�sits�on�the�executive�board�of�the�Social�
Media�Advertising�Consortium,�and�the�Global�Advisory�
Board�of�Global�Social�Media�Week.
�
An�avid�technologist,�Ian�blogs�at�http://www.ianschafer.
com�and�can�be�followed�on�Twitter�at�http://www.twitter.
com/ischafer.

ANDREW SHEBBEARE
Co-Founder
Essence
Andrew�Shebbeare�loves�
digital�media.��“I�particularly�
enjoy�the�geekery,�the�data,�the�
possibilities.”�
�
However,�he�is�also�quite�savvy�about�what�it�takes�to�
build�a�digital�agency�that�never�forgets�its�responsibility�
to�a�client’s�P&L.��He�says,�“Digital�marketing�is�like�a�huge�
box�of�incredibly�complex�Legos.�You�can�make�pretty�
much�anything;�create�just�about�any�data--�you’ve�just�got�
to�be�able�to�see�the�opportunities�that�have�the�potential�
to�transform�a�business.�That’s�one�of�the�key�capabilities�
a�modern�agency�needs�to�bring�to�bear�for�its�clients.”
�
Andrew�and�his�co-founders,�Andy�Bonsall�and�Matt�
Isaacs,�started�Essence�in�London�in�2005,�and�within�3�
years�were�serving�clients�like�Google,�eBay�and�Expedia�
across�Europe.�Andrew�worked�with�clients�in�Paris,�Berlin,�
Hamburg,�Zurich,�and�Milan.�In�2010�he�moved�to�New�
York�to�open�the�first�US�office�for�Essence.�This�year,�he�
relocated�to�San�Francisco�to�help�build�the�agency’s�West�
Coast�presence�as�US�operations�grow.

�Andrew�Shebbeare�is�eminently�quotable�as�he�
discusses�key�industry�issues:�“Marketing�effectiveness�
measurement�is�a�dark�art,�full�of�spurious�pseudo-science�
and�moral�hazard.�Over�the�last�two�years�my�colleagues�
and�I�have�designed�completely�new�ways�of�creating�
proper,�unbiased�experiments�to�isolate�the�real�impact�
of�digital�advertising�on�people’s�attitudes�and�behaviors.�
Unencumbered�by�selection�bias�or�sample�size,�the�
experiments�we�run�for�our�clients�isolate�campaign�lift�
with�proper�statistical�rigor�and�down�to�a�fine�level�of�
granularity.

Doing�this�isn’t�only�about�generating�robust�statistics.�
It�also�involves�processing�gargantuan�amounts�of�data.�
That�in�turn�has�required�completely�new�technologies�
and�infrastructure.�Three�years�ago�we�didn’t�have�a�
Hadoop�cluster.�Today�we�parse�about�3�TeraBytes�of�log�
data�a�day�to�build�our�unique�measurement�models.�
We’re�told�by�some�of�the�most�respected�figures�in�the�
industry�that�this�level�of�rigor�is�completely�unique--�and�
a�differentiation�that�sets�us�apart�from�others�in�the�
industry.”
�
Andrew�did�not�take�the�usual�route�to�agency�work.�He�
worked�for�Capital�One�in�Nottingham,�England�after�
leaving�University,�and�then�joined�a�London-based�
financial�services�start-up�that�was�later�acquired�by�Lloyds�
TSB.��“I’ve�worked�in�or�traveled�to�well�over�two�dozen�
countries;�I�feel�terrible�about�my�carbon�footprint.”

BRAD SMALE
Managing Director, Africa
IPG Mediabrands
Originally�from�Durban,�South�
Africa,�Brad�Smale�has�spent�much�
of�his�business�life�in�international�
roles�across�most�European�
markets.��Now,�though,�his�focus�is�on�developing�his�home�
continent.��“Africa,”�he�says,�“is�host�to�some�of�the�most�
exciting�and�entrepreneurial�environments�in�the�world.”
�
A�speaker�of�both�English�and�Afrikaans,�Brad�lived�
through�the�final�days�of�apartheid�and�the�transition�to�
democracy�in�South�Africa.��“I�was�very�fortunate�to�have�
been�exposed�to�one�of�the�most�dramatic�rebirths�of�a�
country�in�our�generation.�After�years�of�oppression,�we�are�
seeing�an�explosion�of�innovation�and�freedom�of�thought.�
Travelling�across�the�continent�one�can�see�that�this�story�
of�transformation�and�entrepreneurial�spirit�is�mirrored�
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across�most�African�countries.�You�only�have�to�look�at�
ideas�like�M-Pesa,�the�mobile�payment�platform�launched�
in�Kenya,�and�Mxit,�Africa’s�biggest�social�network�launched�
out�of�South�Africa�to�see�that�the�continent�is�abuzz�with�
innovative�ideas.”
�
Having�recently�taken�on�the�task�of�building�the�African�
network,�he�recognizes�that�the�continent�operates�in�a�
very�traditional�framework�and�has�historically�lacked�good�
data.�Many�would�see�this�as�an�obstacle�to�a�company�that�
places�significant�value�on�innovation.�Yet,�Brad�Smale�is�
not�daunted.
�
“I�work�with�a�great�team�of�highly�energetic�people,�and�
clients,�who�are�constantly�open�to�testing�new�ideas�if�they�
can�help�drive�business�results.�This�structure�and�working�
environment�means�that�innovation�tends�to�bubble�up�
around�me.�Our�strategy�for�approaching�Africa�is�an�
example�where,�rather�than�investing�heavily�in�bricks�and�
mortar,�we�are�putting�technology�at�the�heart�of�what�we�
do.�As�a�result,�we�are�exploring�solutions�and�structures�
that�we�believe�will�challenge�the�traditional�ways�of�doing�
business�on�the�continent.”
�
He�adds,�“The�challenge�is�not�necessarily�applying�
innovative�thinking�to�international�projects�where,�by�and�
large,�a�good�idea�gets�traction�with�both�local�clients�and�
agencies.�The�real�challenge�lies�in�developing�a�culture�
of�innovation�across�markets�that�are�so�diverse�and�
sometimes�resistant�to�change.�Finding�the�right�talent,�
giving�them�the�right�support�and�freedom�to�challenge�
existing�paradigms,�and�then�enabling�them�to�develop�
strategies�that�will�lead�the�organization�into�new�innovative�
areas,�is�key�to�facing�and�overcoming�this�issue.”

ERIK SOLLENBERG
CEO
Forsman & Bodenfors
Erik�Sollenberg�has�had�two�jobs�
in�his�life.��The�first�was�for�Posten�
Sverige,�the�Swedish�Postal�Service,�
in�the�marketing�department;�the�
second,�since�1999,�has�been�with�
Forsman�&�Bodenfors,�Sweden’s�
highly�regarded,�independent�agency�that�just�might�be�
one�of�the�best�agencies�in�the�world.�(He�became�CEO�in�
2003.)
�

Speaking�last�year�in�New�York�at�an�AdForum�meeting�at�
Aquavit,�the�elegant�midtown�restaurant�offering�exceptional�
Nordic�cuisine,�he�told�a�compelling�story�about�Michelin�
stars�and�Sweden’s�second�city�of�Göteborg.�In�doing�so,�
Erik�Sollenberg�relayed�the�extraordinary�story�of�F&B—it’s�
motivation,�its�teamwork,�and,�unwittingly,�its�leadership.
�
Aquavit�had�just�been�awarded�a�Michelin�Star�in�the�
New�York�City�2013�Michelin�Guide�to�much�celebration.�
However,�Sollenberg�reminded�the�group�that�“stars�make�
you�and�break�you.”��He�continued,�“We’ve�had�67�Cannes�
Lions.��Awards�are�important.�But�when�we�create�ads�that�
might�win�prizes�yet�clearly�lack�relevance�in�solving�the�
problems�at�hand,�the�ads�are�worthless.”
�
He�then�talked�about�Göteborg,�a�small�city�on�the�“wrong�
side”�of�Sweden.��“This�is�the�city�where�four�guys�started�
an�agency�in�1986,�and�got�a�lot�of�laughs�from�the�
important�folks�in�Stockholm.��But�we�used�the�challenge�
of�Goteborg�to�insure�that�our�creativity�stood�out,�our�
communications�made�a�difference,�and�our�talent�wanted�
to�stay�and�do�their�best.��Most�importantly,�we�focused�on�
partnerships�with�our�clients,�and�now�most�of�our�clients�
have�been�with�us�for�a�very�long�time�now.��We’ve�learned�
their�business,�and�a�common�target�is�a�great�asset.”
�
The�Forsman�&�Bodenfors�philosophy�is�that�“the�team�is�
responsible.”��The�team�has�full�creative�and�commercial�
responsibility.��The�team�meets�with�the�client.�The�team��
decides�on�the�ideas.��Sollenberg�adds,�“We�choose�
the�best�team�for�the�assignment.�There�is�minimal�top�
management�involvement.��It�saves�cost�and�enables�fast�
decision-making.��Not�only�do�we�have�a�‘flat�organization,’�
but�we�have�an�agency�full�of�winners,�instead�of�some�
groups�that�win�while�others�lose.”
�
Erik�Sollenberg’s�own�philosophy�about�the�nature�of�our�
business�was�revealed�in�an�editorial�in�the�Swedish�ad�
trade�press�some�years�ago;�however,�it�is�still�viable�today:
�
“To�the�question�of�what�is�important�in�choosing�an�
agency,�the�“benefits�to�our�business’�isn’t�even�on�the�
list.��Instead,�‘personal�chemistry’�is�considered�the�most�
important.��Is�it�only�me�that�considers�this�incredible�and�
ominous?��I�took�it�as�a�given�that�the�most�important�
aspect�in�choosing�an�agency�was�the�agency’s�ability�to�
promote�the�client’s�business.��Putting�it�simply—to�do�
some�good.
�
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If�our�industry�someday�is�to�be�valued�in�the�way�we�think�it�
rightfully�deserves�to�be,�we�have�to�take�what�we�are�doing�
seriously.�At�all�times,�we’ve�got�to�defend�the�principle�idea�
that�creativity�has�the�ability�to�bring�real�business�benefits�
to�our�clients.��Only�if�this�is�true,�do�we�on�the�whole�have�
a�real�justification�for�existence.��True�innovation�comes�
from�solving�a�problem�and�not�simply�from�the�desire�to�
be�creative.”

TOM TELESCO
President, Worldwide
ORION Trading
Tom�Telesco�says�the�innovation�
business�idea�of�which�he’s�
proudest�is�building�a�brand�for�a�
media�barter�company.
�
“I�am�the�first�‘media�agency�guy’�
to�run�a�media�barter�company.�For�me,�it�was�a�matter�of�
accepting�a�new�challenge,�taking�my�expertise�in�media�
planning�and�applying�that�kind�of�rigor�to�the�way�we�do�
media�barter.”
�
Tom�serves�ORION�Trading�as�President,�Worldwide,�
overseeing�all�of�our�efforts�around�the�world.�Tom�came�to�
ORION�in�2011�from�sister�IPG�agency�Universal�McCann�
(UM),�where�he�was�most�recently�an�EVP�Managing�
Director�running�the�Verizon�business.�A�three-time�Effie�
Award�winner�with�an�18-year�run�of�success�at�UM,�Tom�is�
known�for�being�a�collaborative,�passionate�client�advocate�
who�cares�deeply�about�his�client’s�business.
�
“When�I�first�joined�ORION,�it�was�absolutely�clear�to�
me�that�this�company�was�100%�filled�with�smart,�client-
passionate�people.�That�said,�we�needed�to�project�who�we�
were�externally,�and�what�we�stood�for.��People�not�only�care�
about�what�you�do�and�how�you�do�it�–�but�why�you�do�it�as�
well.�So�in�a�business�that�is�largely�numbers-driven�and�in�
some�ways�transactional,�we�needed�to�wear�our�heart�on�our�
sleeve.�Because�it�is�the�quality�of�our�people�that�makes�the�
difference.
�
So,�we�went�through�the�process�of�clarifying�our�mission�
and�our�beliefs�so�that�we�could�all�rally�behind�them�on�
a�daily�basis.�And,�fortunately,�our�clients�and�prospective�
clients�quickly�recognize�that�we�are�who�we�say�we�are,�and�
we’ll�do�what�we�say�we’re�going�to�do.�Honest,�accountable,�
respectful�–�those�key�words�differentiate�our�brand–�and�us.”

Tom�admits�that�his�touchstone�is�historically�NYC�but,�
like�Johnny�Cash—“I’ve�been�everywhere�man.”�He�notes,�
though,�that�his�biggest�international�challenge�is�the�
various�legal�and�financial�contexts�that�exist�per�market.�
“A�great�idea�may�work�well�in�a�vacuum,�but�it�needs�to�be�
modified�and�honed�differently�as�you�apply�it�to�various�
international�landscapes.�The�key�is�to�get�it�right�so�it�works�
in�each�market–�modify�as�needed-�but�keep�it�true�to�the�
original�intent,�because�a�watered�down�idea�that’s�been�
stripped�of�its�brilliance�isn’t�worth�pursuing.��Better�to�leave�
it�off�the�table.”

JOHN WINSOR
CEO Victors & Spoils
Chief Innovation Officer 
Havas
According�to�John�Winsor,�
“Innovation�is�the�ability�to�see�over�
the�horizon�and�build�a�bridge�to�the�
future.”�
�
Winsor�understands�a�fair�amount�about�distant�vision�and�
building�bridges.�Well-known�for�heading�the�world’s�first�
agency�built�on�crowdsourcing,�Winsor�also�introduced�the�
idea�of�Co-creation�to�the�world�of�marketing�and�product�
innovation�back�in�2003�through�his�book�Beyond�the�Brand.��
“Now,”�he�says,�“three�more�books�later--�Spark,�Flipped�
and�Baked�In,�I’ve�had�the�good�fortune�of�founding�a�few�
companies�in�the�space,�Radar�Communications�and�Victors�
&�Spoils,�based�on�principles�of�co-creation,�open�innovation�
and�crowdsourcing.”
�
Victors�&�Spoils,�now�part�of�the�Paris-headquartered�Havas�
Group,�was�launched�from�Colorado�in�2009�and�founded�
on�a�simple�but�fundamental�principle:�ideas�can�come�
from�everywhere.��John�Winsor�believes�that�today’s�mass�
cultural�movement�is�rooted�in�the�radical�democratization�
of�creativity�and�the�rise�of�The�Sharing�Economy.��Thanks�
to�social�media�and�technology,�everyone�now�has�the�same�
tools�for�creativity�and�production,�as�well�as�platforms�that�
provide�broader�access.��And,�everyone�has�the�right�to�
participate.
�
The�start�of�Victors�&�Spoils�is�the�stuff�of�legend.��Once�the�
agency�had�gathered�a�strong�creative�crowd,�they�needed�
work,�and�turned�to�Harley�Davidson.�John�recounts�his�
initial�contact�with�Harley�in�the�book�Pioneers�of�Digital:�
“We�noticed,�like�everyone�else�did,�that�Harley�Davidson�had�
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got�rid�of�their�agency�for�the�last�30�years.�We�just�decided�to�
use�the�power�of�social�media�and�digital�to�put�our�own�brief�
together�and�launch�it.�We�put�our�money�where�our�mouth�
was,�threw�in�$5,000�for�the�best�ideas,�launched�it�into�our�
crowd,�and�told�Harley�that�we�were�working�for�them.
�
I�wrote�a�blog�post�saying,�‘Hey,�enjoy�the�pitch�processes�
with�your�agencies�and�have�good�dinners�and�great�
meetings.�As�you�guys�do�that,�we’ll�have�2,500�people�
working�on�your�business.�Give�us�a�shot�if�you�want�to�talk�
about�it.’”�Harley�Davidson’s�CMO�appreciated�the�approach�
and�took�them�on.�V&S’s�work�with�Harley�has�developed�
into�TV,�press,�web�and�film.
�
John�Winsor�adds:�“Today�innovation�is�everything.�We’re�
trying�to�build�a�new�agency�operating�system�that�allows�
our�clients�to�tap�into�their�fans,�followers�and�customers�
using�the�power�of�abundance�to�power�their�marketing�and�
product�innovation.”��(We�wouldn’t�expect�anything�less�from�
a�man�who�in�1993�set�the�world�record�for�the�ascent�and�
decent�of�Mount�Kilimanjaro.)

ICHIRO ZAMA
President & CEO
TBWA\HAKUHODO
It�is�not�often�that�we�find�an�
Innovator�who�has�taken�on�the�
same�role�in�the�same�company;�
however,�lightning�really�can�strike�
twice.�
�
In�2006,�a�year�after�TBWA�
and�Hakuhodo�agreed�to�establish�a�new�joint�venture�
company,�The Internationalist�named�President�&�CEO�
Hiroshi�Ochiai�an�Innovator�in�2007.��Interestingly,�Ochiai-

san�handed�the�reins�of�leadership�to�his�Vice�President,�
Ichiro�Zama,�in�2009.�And�now�we�are�also�honoring�
Zama-san�as�an�Innovator.��His�ability�to�deliver�growth�
amid�hardship�and�his�efforts�to�foster�innovation,�high�
spirits�and�cross-cultural�leadership�are�second�to�none.
�
As�president�and�CEO�of�TBWA\HAKUHODO�in�Japan,�
Ichiro�Zama�manages�five�divisions�within�the�agency�and�
the�head�of�each�division�reports�through�him.�Working�
with�chief�operating�officer�Luis�DeAnda,�Zama�has�strived�
to�turn�the�agency�into�the�most�innovative�company�
in�Japan,�with�the�aim�of�expanding�the�business�arena�
beyond�an�ad�agency.�Since�being�appointed�as�CEO�in�
2009,�Zama�has�achieved�continuous�growth�of�10�per�
cent�year-on-year.��Despite�the�earthquake�and�tsunami�
disaster�which�took�place�in�March�2011,�revenue�exceeded�
10�per�cent�from�its�original�business�plan�for�the�period�of�
1�April�2010�to�31�March�2011.
�
�Under�Zama’s�leadership,�TBWA\HAKUHODO�won�16�
new�assignments�during�the�period�1�November�2010�to�31�
October�2011,�and�added�four�new�clients:�Ikea,�American�
Home�Assurance,�Tourism�Australia�and�Henkel.�The�
numbers�show�his�achievement�clearly:�an�increase�in�
organic�growth�of�15�per�cent�in�billings,�and�nine�per�cent�
in�revenue.
�
Zama�has�also�pushed�change�within�the�TBWA�and�
Hakuhodo�styles�to�become�more�cross-department�
and�cross-functional�and�to�accelerate�the�integration�
of�people�with�different�backgrounds.�Having�worked�at�
TBWA\CHIAT\DAY�in�Los�Angeles,�Zama�understands�the�
importance�of�accepting�diverse�culture�and�embracing�
different�values�and�in�merging�the�two�different�agency�
cultures,�TBWA\HAKUHODO�has�succeeded�where�
numerous�other�joint-venture�agencies�failed.

ABOUT THE INNOVATORS

Every year since 2006, The Internationalist has named those agency executives who have the rare ability to rethink current notions 
of brand building by simplifying complex internal processes, encouraging collaboration, managing risk while working in the midst 
of fast change, keeping sight of “the big idea,” championing multinational strategy, and involving customers directly in the creative 
process.  Known as Innovators, they underscore how break-through thinking knows no bounds of geography, age, company size, 
or title within today’s agency organizations. All Innovators are selected from nominations during a 2-month Call for Entries. A 
committee—largely comprised of past Innovators, The Internationalist Board and its editorial team—vote on the worthiness of each 
Innovator, while also taking into consideration the number of nominations for each individual.

Innovators past and present are invited annually to share ideas at an Innovators Summit in New York.  The concept of the Summit 
was born when industry leaders expressed interest in hearing the ideas of these new thinkers who are changing the the business of 
marketing.
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AANA Sees Growing Trend 
to In-House Agencies 

According to a recent survey 

by the ANA/ Association 

of National Advertisers, 

58% of marketers in the US 

said their company used an 

in-house agency this year, 

while 42% did so five years 

ago.  More significantly, 

56% of respondents said 

that in the past three years, 

they had moved at least 

some established business 

previously handled by an 

external agency to their 

in-house agency.

An increasing number of marketers are relying on in-house agencies to take more 

ownership of their advertising and marketing strategies, while also admitting to cost 

saving advantages.
 

The study was conducted among 203 
marketers in May and June with follow up 
in July and August. 

Key findings include:
 
The penetration of in-house agencies 
has increased 16 percentage points, to 58 
percent, from a similar 2008 ANA survey.
 
This increase is, in part, a reflection of 
the economic environment in which 
corporations have reduced budgets and 
are being challenged to do more with 
less. Moving the agency in-house — or 
increasing the role of an existing in-house 
agency — can help reduce costs.
 
The growth of digital/social/mobile and 
the need for quicker turnaround for those 
media has played a role in the increased 
penetration and responsibilities of in-
house agencies.
 In-house agencies appear to be growing 
in stature and are often perceived as being 
comparable to traditional agencies.  In-
house agencies are increasingly viewed as 
partners to external agencies. Significantly 
more evaluations are now being done on 
in-house agencies.
 

The services handled by in-house agencies 
are varied.

•   The most commonly handled service 
by virtually all the in-house agencies 
surveyed is creative for collateral/
promotional materials.

•   Email, tradeshow/event materials, and 
direct mail are also widely serviced by 
in-house agencies.

•   Half of all in-house agencies handle 
some level of media planning and/or 
buying.

•   Newer media — specifically, social 
media, online display advertising, and 
search engine marketing — rank high 
on the list of media services handled 
in-house. In fact, when asked an 
open-ended question about the biggest 
changes in their in-house agencies 
in the past year, a significant number 
of responses centered around newer 
media.

 
It is important to note that traditional 
agencies are being disintermediated to 
some degree by in-house agencies. A 
majority of survey respondents say that:
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•    They have moved established business that used to be 
handled by an external agency to their in-house agency.

•   They have assigned newer functions, like digital/social/
mobile, to their in-house agency rather than to an 
external agency.

There has been an increase in the number of employees 
on staff at in-house agencies, although the size varies: half 
have 11 to 50 employees, and 24 percent have more than 
50 full-time employees. And almost half of respondents (43 
percent) say their in-house agency supports the broader, 
global marketplace, not just the U.S. Fifteen percent of 
in-house agencies even have staff located outside the U.S.
 
Finally, the survey asked a number of questions related to 
in-house agency costs and charge-backs.

•    About half of those surveyed say that their company 
tracks the in-house agency’s time.

•   Of those who track in-house agency time, over half 
charge back those labor hours.

•    The charge-back process is relatively diverse, with over 
half using a fixed hourly rate while about 40 percent use 
fixed project fees or a business funds percentage of the 
in-house team.

•   In addition, of those who charge back labor hours, just 
over two-thirds fully recover the cost of the in-house 
agency.

•   The largest number of those surveyed (42 percent) say 
that their domestic budget for labor hours and overhead 
to support in-house agencies is less than $1 million, 
while just over one-third (34 percent) say that their 
budget is $1 million to $4 million.

Section V:  Advantages and Disadvantages of In-House Agencies

Other Factors Cha llenge Cost and Speed as Key Advantages of In-House Agencies  

Cost efficiencies are still the most often mentioned advantage (8 8 percent), as they were in 20 08. However, 
other factors,  such  as institutional knowledge (up 14 percent from 20 08) and having a dedicated team (up 
15 percent from 20 08) have grown significantly and surpassed quicker turnaround time. 

Q9. What are the advantages to your company of having an in-house agency? Select all that apply. 

49% 

NA 

43% 

67% 

71%  

70% 

59% 

65% 

87% 

30% 

36% 

49% 

56% 

57% 

71% 

71% 

74% 

79% 

88% 

Full ownership of marketing data  

Confidentiality 

Creative expertise 

Easier integration 

Greater control 

Quicker turnaround time 

Brand expertise 

Dedicated team 

Institutional knowledge 

Cost efficiencies 

2013 2008 

NA 

Source: ANA 2013, In-House Agency Survey 

In-House Agency — Advantages  

Base: 2013=115; 2008=63  
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THE 12TH CONNECT ALLIANCE PARTNERS MEETING

“THE ART OF COMMUNICATION”

MADRID, SPAIN — SEPTEMBER  5-6, 2013
With statues of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, the historic town of Alcalá de Henares, 
near Madrid, served as a backdrop to over 50 of the world’s leading publishers as they 
gathered at the 12th Annual Connect Alliance Partners Meeting to begin their own quest 
to better understand “The Art of Communication.”  Hosted by K.Media Spain, partner 
members of the Connect Alliance include:  K.Media (Italy); Mercury Publicity GmbH 
(Germany); Affinity Media (France); Affinity-Prime MEDIA (Switzerland); OSP, a G+J 
Company (UK); IMS (Belgium).

All photo identifications from left:

1  Christoph Gerth, Centurion Publishing; Ed Burness, Associated Newspapers
2   Christine DeNolf and Xavier Bouckaert—both Roularta Media Group; David Castelló, 

K.Media Spain; Philippe Belpaire, Roularta Media Group; and Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity 
Media

3 Dylan Schuitemaker and Tessa Franssen—both NRC Media   
4  Bob Breen, IQ Media Marketing; Anja Herrmann, Mercury Publicity; Berd Picker, IQ 

Media Marketing 
5  Frédéric Meixner, Le Monde; Ben Oakley, K.Media Spain; Romain de Lestapis, The 

Economist Group 
6  Juan Jordan de Urries and Margarita Fernandez—both Unidad Editorial; Maria 

Moruno, La Vanguardia Publipress David Oliver, OSP
7  Christian Haberbeck and Thomas Estermann, both Tamedia AG
8  Daniela Ling-Vannerus Cassmer, Svenska Dagbladet; Bernard Kedzierski, K.media 

Italy; Sabine Fedrowitz, Mercury Publicity Germany
9  Maurice Mullen, The Evening Standard; Mireille De Braekeleer, Roularta Media Group; 

Laurent Briggs, Affinity Media
10  Roberto Sprengel, Jahreszeiten Verlag; David Castelló, K.Media Spain; André Freiheit, 

Gruner+Jahr
11  Saana Vuolasvirta and Sebastian Wikman—both Sanoma with Nina O’Shea, Talentum 

Media
12  Saito Takashi,  The Nihon Keizai Shimbun and Yasuki Kawasoe—The Yomiuri Shimbun
13  Topi Juntenen, Helsingin Sanomat
14  Nicolas Grivon, Nouvel Observateur; Lucille Gibassier, Figaro Medias;  David 

Castelló, K.Media Spain; Sadie Foster, OSP; Greg Plata, Dagens Nyheter; Colin 
Smith, OSP
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P E O P L E  A N D  P L A C E S

INTERNATIONALISTS GATHER IN NEW YORK
A group of internationally-minded marketers from around the world gathered 
in New York in early September to share ideas and meet peers experiencing 
similar cross-border challenges.  A dinner celebrated them as members of The 
Internationalist 1000, a new initiative in partnership with the ANA/Association 
of National Advertiser.  The group is comprised of one thousand marketers 
around the world reshaping the future of marketing.  The venture is supported 
by annual partners, including BBC and BBC.com, Elateral, Financial Times, 
MediaCom and Vertic.

All photo identifications from left:

1  Steve Wilhite, Medidata Solutions (Internationalist of the Year 2005 for 
Nissan); Stewart McHie, (Internationalist of the Year 2004 for ExxonMobile); 
Joe Clift, CFA Institute (Internationalist of the Year 2007 for Visa Europe) and 
Kit Haines-Bornheimer, Motorola/Arris (Internationalist of the Year 2006 for 
AT&T)

2  Bob Liodice, CEO of the ANA/Association of National Advertisers 
3 Susan Jurevics, Sony Corporation and now CEO of Pottermore  
4  Claudia Lagunas, PepsiCo International and Deborah Malone, The 

Internationalist
5  Michelle Tarr and Cindy Lindenbaum—both Elateral; Simon Fisher and Fiona 

Munn—both One World 
6  Paul Greenberg, NYC & Co; Chris Dean, BBC.com and Lan Phan, ANA
7  Andrew Sollinger, Financial Times; Barbara Basney, Xerox; John Toth, 

Financial Times
8  Barb Kittridge, Cardinal Path; Boon Lai, Philips and Elliot Lum, Columbia 

Records/Division of Sony Corporation
9  Nadine McHugh, Colgate Palmolive and Joe Bihlmier, American Express
10  Geert Boven, Etihad Airways and Katy Giffault, Hasbro
11  Kieran Foley, Digical and John Spring, Etihad Airways
12  Barry Garbarino, ANA, Khartoon Ohan, MediaCom and Babs Rangaiah, 

Unilever
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THINK TANK: REINVENTING MARKETING LEADERSHIP AMID 
GLOBAL COMPLEXITY
New York’s Times Square played host to an Internationalist 1000 Think 
Tank with the ANA this September in an effort to better understand 
how marketing is reinventing itself, particularly amid an Age of 
Responsibility. Topics discussed included: Marketing 3.0-- Changes You 
Need to Make Now; A Prelude to the Store of the Future; The Global 
Complexity of the Multi-Screening Consumer and Uncovering the 
Myths of Big Data.  The event was made possible with support from 
BBC and BBC.com, Elateral, Financial Times, MediaCom, Vertic and the 
Yomiuri Shimbun.

All photo identifications from left:

1  Katy Giffault, Hasbro
2  Jens Lernø Storm, Sebastian Jespersen and Tina Dejan—all Vertic
3  Frank Pedersen and Ian Schafer—both Deep Focus
4  Geert Boven, Etihad Airways and Damian Claassens, Profero
5  Nadine McHugh, Colgate Palmolive and Ernie Simon, GroupM
6  Presenters: Kit Haines-Bornheimer, Motorola/Arris; Beth Warren, 

Creative Realities; Barb Kittridge, Cardinal Path
7  Damian Claassens, Profero; Sebastian Jespersen, Vertic, Inc.; Ernie 

Simon, GroupM; Nadine McHugh, Colgate-Palmolive; Claudia 
Lagunas, PepsiCo International, and Ian Schafer, Deep Focus

8  Simon Bradley, Virgin Atlantic; Shane Cunningham, Thomson 
Reuters and John Williams, BBC

9  Elliot Lum, Columbia Records/Division of Sony Corporation and 
Isabel Marsh, Citi
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Is the Cookie Crumbling? 

Eric Vaughn-Flam is a 

Senior Partner of the firm 

Sanders Ortoli Vaughn-

Flam Rosenstadt LLP, 

www.sovrlaw.com where 

he heads the Intellectual 

Property and Advertising 

Departments

by Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq.

Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq., the General Counsel for the IAA, 
shares the legal perspectives and opinions for today’s ever 
changing global advertising landscape.

For some time now, the "cookie" — a small line of text with an 

identification tag that is integrated into a browser — has been the manner 

in which advertisers track people's Internet browsing activity for marketing 

purposes.  There are signs, however, that this digital code technology 

may be phased out. This is mostly due to the fact that users can reject 

or extinguish cookies buy changing their browser settings.  Also mobile 

phones, now utilizing an increasing share of Web, don't use cookies. 

Cookies have also become generally unpopular as a tool to invade privacy. 

Advertisers are turning to a more covert technology to track consumers 

known as "fingerprinting" which can discern identifying features of a 

computer - its operating system, installed software, to its plugins, its 

graphics card,    or even innocuous data like time zone and screen size 

settings.  The individual combination of a particular computer become a 

digital fingerprint which remains long after cookies are deleted.  Changes 

to your software and settings actually makes you more identifiable. 

It has recently been announced that Google may be replacing third party 

cookies with its own anonymous identifier for advertising (AdID) which 

it would transmit to advertisers and ad networks This is big news since 

Google receives a third of the worldwide ad revenue.  Apple’s Safari browser 

which has blocked third party cookies since 2003, has its own ad identifiers 

for its iOS mobile platform since last year. 

What this all means?  Despite the crumbling cookie tracking technology is 

more robust than ever — certainly more covert and now with increasing 

control of the big companies. 

L E G A L  B R I E F S
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The Internationalist’s new website provides fast access to its broad range of international marketing content, case studies, and 
connections—including profiles and viewpoints of industry leaders, videos and briefings from Summits and Think Tanks, a global events 
calendar, plus so much more. You can now easily connect to the following information and features:
 • VIDEO summaries of key speakers at Internationalist summits.
 •  Full access to TRENDSETTERS — innovative marketing concepts and thought-providing ideas from leading internationalists.
 • Link to a central international ad CALENDAR of key industry events around the globe.
 • Find TOP MARKETERS on our lists of The China 50, The Latin American 100, Innovators and many more.
 • Hundreds of winning international CASE STUDIES for both Media Innovation and Digital Solutions.
 • Download PDFs of all Internationalist MAGAZINES or browse via Flipviewer versions.
 • BRIEFINGS from Internationalist Think Tanks.
 • Ability to CONNECT to an Internationalist online Group.
 • COMMENTARIES on key industry topics of interest now.
 • PHOTOS from events around the world.
 • SIGN UP for alerts.



Presenting the New FT 
Web App for iPad
What’s new:

•	Enhanced ‘DeepView’ reporting
 The	‘DeepView’	tool	reports	on	ads	exposed	to	and	‘tapped’	on	by	users’	job	title,	
	 area	of	responsibility,	industry	sector	and	much	more.	‘DeepView’	reporting	is	
	 provided	for	all	campaigns	running	on	the	FT	HTML5	Web	App	for	iPad.	

•	 New advertising opportunities.	
Beautiful	full-screen	advertising	opportunities	and	Half	Page	or	MPU	advertising	
placements	at	the	end	of	article	pages.

Discover the new FT web app for yourself. 
Visit	app.ft.com	on	your	iPad	and	contact	a	sales	representative	at:	
adsales@ft.com,	www.ft.com/advertising,	(917)	551-5040	
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